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Made Early In Mother of Insurance Fraud
Murderer Appeals to
the Morning so That He
Mexican AmMay Return Before

TWENTY

YEAR

Value-Thanksgi-

ving

1823.

las-fiig-

Montpelier Is one of the famous
old mansions of Virginia, and it was
from there
Madison used to
- start out on that
horseback to attend the
meetings of the early Board of Visitors of the University of Virginia
when it was founded, nearly a century ago. Jefferson, Madison and
Monroe were three of the flr.'t members of that board. They all lived
within horsback rides of Charlottesville.
It is understood that the Journey
of the president to Montpeller will
complete his circuit1 ot the homes of
former presidents from the southern
states.
On his way back from hts
.' recent MuviMppI trip he visited the
ndrew Jackson, the
. former home of
Hermitage.
He has made a number of pilgrimages to Mount Vernon,
and In June, 1903. he visited Monti-cellthe home of President Jeffero,

son .

Owned by DuPniit Family.
' ulon:pelieic is owm-oy 9 iTi.ii.ber'
or ine DuPont family or Delaware
and a relative of Senator Du Pont.
James Madison, Sr., the father of
President Mauison, built the original
Montpeller, a very much smaller
building than the present residence.
It Ix thought to have been the first
brick hoore In Orange County. In
the flrsc term of President Madison's
service. clouoiH'-- s Just before the
war of 1812, It was enlarged. It was
finished In a style that could hardly
be called ornate, but still for that
time it was an expensive domicile.
Altogether it was a fine old mansion, and t? associated with the name
of Virginia's honor. It was a hospitable home, another fact
which
commends it to the Virginian. The
people of the state were blessed with
great means and abundant leasure,
and both were devoted without stint
to the stranger within their gates.
and scholar
The courier, planter
were met in one person. Montpeller
generous
hospitality.
dispensed a
Hoiimc Full of Visitors.
"I find the house full of particular
friends." wrote Madison to his neighbor. Jefferson, for so he considered
him, though thirty miles of exercr-abl- e
road laid between them, "who
will ftay some weeks, receiving and
timing visits."
"Yesterday." wrote Mrs. Madison,
"we had ninety persons to dine with
us."
Such was the Montpelier of Madison's time. There he spent the last
years of a useful career in the quiet
pursuits of a country gentleman In
pleasant companionship with favorite authors.
It was there that his wife was
"bled by Dr. Wilks" for Inflammatory rheumatism
and wandered
about the gardens some times, as in
1S25. accompanied by Gen. Lafayette.
There his mother spent the
closing years of her life.
Motlu--r a Gentle Soul.
This mother of Madison was an
Important member of the household
many
t Montpelier. She attracted
friend- - by her gentle manners ana
her sincere Interest In the throngs
who called to pay their respects to
her distinguished son.
About 500 yards southeast of the
lower ground,
and on
mansion
though f till on a ridge, Is the old
oy a
cemetery,
surrounded
Madison
on which
brick walk. An iron gate
,
1720." Is
are the words. "Madi.-onswung to locust, posts.
The stone
15
Is
grave
perhaps
Madison's
above
feet high. 5 feet wide and 2 at top.
inno
bearing
It Is severely simple,
"Madison," and the
scription
and
death.
birth
of
dates
d

shaft to

Dolly

Madluit.

On the Fide of the Madison shaft
opposite the Inscription Is a smaller
one of polished marble, about S feet
high, bearing the inscription, "In
memory of Dolly Payne, wife of
James Madison," and 'he dates of
her birth ana death- - There are at
least fifteen
other gravestones over
the Lee.-- , Conways, Willises. Masons,
etc.
Madison was not born at Montpelier. At the time of his birth his
mother was on a visit to her sister
at Port Conway, on the shores of the
Rappahannock River.
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FORCE OF FORTY MK.V
HOLD VP H. H. STATION.
Samarkland. Russia. Nov. 27. A
force of forty men surrounded the
hero today,
main railroad station
hiew open the safes
and secured
llftOlMl.
They moved off afterward, evidently disappointed as they had
to seize one of the large shipments of government's bond funds
that safes frequently hold.

LEWIS

DRAWS
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-
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BLOW HIS. HEAD OFF

1

New
17. Former
York, Nov.
Washington. Nov. 27. It
exs
secretary of the Treasury Leslie M pected
that by the close of today's
Shaw, president of the Carnegie proceedings
In the Bradley murder
trust company, returned to JMew
York yesterday from Chicago, where trial, thau all the testimony will be

r

WITH-

:

PROIsllo

President Telia Chicago Banker Court Stops Proceedings and OrThat Conditions Are Improving
ders Parents to Take 1 Year
and That Nominal Currency
Old Girl From Room-M- rs.
Payments Will be ReBrown Said She Would
sumed Soon.
Kill Mrs. Bradley.

ht

who were condemned for two murders in connection with an Insurance
fraud, had been set for December 6.
Ambassador Creel, who is acting
governor of Chihuahua, but has no
authority to act while detached to
All a diplomatic
thin
to
mission
country, said that he felt sure Sanchcx would follow his recommendation.
An appeal to Creel was made by
Mrs. Annie Earle, of Abilene, Tex.,
mother of Dr. Earle, after practically every, other means of obtaining
clemency had been exhausted.
The three men, two of whom, are
from New York, were convicted and
sentenced In 1105.
Numerous petitions In their behalf
have been received by the state department but as none asserted the
ir.noncence of the men no .ground
could be found upon which to base
the claim.

W

WILL

NOT SOON FORGET

Chicago. Nov. 27. A Special to
Washington, D. C, Nov. 27 'PresTribune from Washington say.?:
ident Roosevelt will make a pilgrim- the"Moved
b a mother's tears and
age to the old home of President pleadings,
Creel of Mexto Jose Marie
Madison, Orange, Va., tomorrow ico, wired
governor of Chihuahua,
dinner Sanchex,
before eating Thanksgiving
recommending
the sentence of
at the White House. The president Dr. Charles S. that
Karle, William Mitwill Mart early in the morning on chell and Leslie Hulbert, Americans
his pilgrimage to the historic old who are condemned to be shot there,
Madison home, which is known as be commuted to twenty years ImMontpeller. so as to get back to prisonment.
Washington In time for dinner, which
The execution of the three men,
will be served In the evening.
Ambur-ftado-

"

WESTERNERS

SENTENCE

--

In

.

TRIAL MAY BE ALL

fendant.

Acting Governor of Chihuahua Is
Asked to Stop Shooting Which
Is Set to Take Place December 5 Could Not Assert Innocence.

Old Madison Home Is One of Virginia's Most Prized Relics of
National Historic

,

BRADLEY

NEWJORK

IS

AT THE WHITE HOUSE
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BE SERVED

27.

When Money Stringency Came Stenographer For Late SenEastern Bankers Thought
ator Brown Tells of Buy.
Only of
lng Ticket For De-

Start Will be

Will

Colo., Kov.

and Thursday; colder Southeast tonight.

LOST CONFIDENCE
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Evening.
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SHAW SAYS WEST HAS
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ABLEjSTAGE

Returns to America and the Steamship Men Say Toat Total C. C. ;Cavlnaugh. Law Part
Bosom of His Family
Will Proqably Pass the
ner of Senator Borah,
After Years of Exile.
50.000 Mark.
Will Assist Ha wley.
MIRACLE WAS EFFECTED .
ITALIANS
'y
OVER IN EUROPE

AlCirt

OF TALES- MEN HAS BEGUN

EXAMINATION

-

;THE MAJORITY

-

PLEA OF GUILTY

El Paso, Texas, Nov. 27. Juan M.
Brlngas, the Mexico millionaire who
Cliargo la Mndo Tliat Confcw-rio- n
of went t" Europe a couple ot years
, Murder
W as Drawn From Him
ago suffering from .leprosy, has reUnder Unfair Circumstances.
turned to America and Is cured. He
was a passenger on the private car
Roswell, N. M., Nov. 27. In the of a Mexican government
official
case of the Territory vs. Mose Lewis through this city yesterday, accomby
panied
on the charge of killing his partner,
four daughters and the
Leland S. Terhune, the defense has daughter of the official on whose car
asked that the evidence detailing he rode.
Brlngas passed through here about
Lewis' confession of the murder be
stricken from the record. The charge a year ago en route to Europe In a
private
car, segregated and alone exwas
drawn from
that the confession
Lewis by undue influence, by bring- cept ohe company of his private phying the wife of the murdered man sician. He had to pay for the enbefore him in his cell. In shackles, tire furnishings of the car before he
and telling him she was accused of could secure it so they could be
being an accomplice and unless he burned and when he took a steamexonerated her by telling the truth, er at Vera Crux for Europe, he had
to put up the money to pay for the
she would probably be made to suf- furnishing
of his stateroom
before
fer the penalty.
the officials would book his passage.
After an absence of less than two
years, he returns home well and
completely
cured, au much so that
UNCLE SAM OIL CO. the vice president
of Mexico, an old
friend, risks having his daughters
travel In the same car witH him and
visit at his palatial country home
RECEIVER MAKES
near Gunymas.
Waa Lejer for Years.
For years Brlngas had been a
leper and had spent money In his
native country on every known remedy, including a residence for many
months In the wild Yaqui country
where he sought a cure from some
hot springs;
but all to no
Net Earelngs Since April Have noted
avail, for years he had not known
the touch of the Hps nor even the
Been Less Than ,
hands of his dear ones and his family, like himself, had been ostracised.
When they drove or walked out,
$1,000.
their friends bowed to them, but
never a handshake, for there was
the dread of the awful disease In
Topeka, Kan.. Nov. 27. J. C. O. the
a disease that has been
Mori-e- ,
appointed receiver for the fearedfamily,
the days ot man began.
Uncle Sam OH company . when that Brlngas since
was
a prisoner in his own
company was declared a bankrupt in home and ' his
own apartments, In
the United (States court, made hi re- which he ate and lived alone. His
port to Z. T. Haxen, referee. Morae clothing was burned when soiled and
took charge of the company April when he touched anything In the
23 and turned It over to the receiver, house except his own possessions In
Peter Ooebel, November 8. In that
own apartment, it was only with
time the receipts were $55,58.16. his
rubber gloves.
The expenditures amounted to 1
Now
he 1s said to be a well man
leaving a balance of 1992. 53.
Is returning to his family and
In the expenditures is the expense and
his friends to enjoy his accumulated
account of the receiver, amounting wealth
mingle with the people
to $1,425, used In looking after the of his and
acquaintance whom he was
affairs of the company at Its differ- compelled to shun or be
shunned by,
ent plant. In the receipts two Items during all the years of his
affliction.
for borrowed mun.y appear. One is
is
he
If
permanently
It
cured
an Item of 16,000 borrowed from a marks a new era
in
medical
Kansas City bank and another is for leprosy has always been science,
looked
J 10.000 borrowed from another Kanupon as a disease Incurable,
that
sas City bank. .
slowly sapped away
and never
When the receiver took charge loosened Its grip oncea itlife
upfastened
of the company he found one oil on a human form.
lease on which there were fourteen
Brlngas
large
owns
a
Sr.
hacienda
gome of these were work- near
wells.
Guaymas and a big mercantile
ing.
The company had a working house in the city
Guaymas.
of
reilnery at Cherryvale,
another at
Atchison and one partly completed
at Tulsa, Okla. The rertnerlea were
connected with 670,000 feet of pipe SANDERS USED RAZOR
line, with seven pumping station.
The oil sold by the company waa
shipped to thirty-tw- o
storage and
WITH DEADLY EFFECT
sales stations.
In the report is given the list of
money received by the company
through the mall which was held up
Nov. 27. Enoch
Ga.,
Llthonla,
by the pcurtottlce department under Sanders, a bachelor who lived with
a fraud order. About 175 postal and his sLster-in-laMrs. Alice Wanders,
express orders and checks were re- slashed the throat of his niece, Berceived.
These averaged about $5. tha, with a raxor this morning, cut
In the registered mail there were Mrs. Banders seriously and finally Inletters containing flicted fatal wounds upon himself.
about seventy-fiv- e
Mrs. Sanders and daughter will
cash and checks, averaging
about
J 10 each.

Kew York, Nov. 27. Never since
ships flrat sailed out of the New
York Harbor has there been anything like the present exodus of emi,
grants from this port.
Last week thirty thousand steerage passengers were carried
from
New York and this week the steamship men say the total will reach
fifty thousand. " The steerage
rate
was raised from $21 to $31 In hope
of staying the exodus, but without
avail.
For a week the stream has been
gradually going a rowing. Many of
large
thore taking passage carry
amounts of money with them, the
most part of It being gold.
Every outbound steamer Is loaded
to its fullest legal capacity. A great
crowd of Italians fill Jane street In
front of the Cunard plfr. clamoring
for passage. The St. Paul sailed
with 827 fares. The California, of
the French line, had 1,000 aboard.
The Caronla carried away 2,291 per'

Boise, Idaho, Nov. 17. The trial
of Pettlbone for alleged complicity
I nthe murder
of Governor Steun-enber- g
began in the district court
this morning.
James W. Hawley. leading counsel
for the state and Clarence Darrow,
chief counsel for the defense, arriv
ed from Rathdrum during the night,
and were present when court con
vened.
C. C. Cavanaugh. the law partner
of Senator Boanh, was entered as
an associate or the counsel for the
state. After the Jury box waa filled,
Hawley briefly stated the case and
immediately plunged into the exami
nation of the talesmen.

SAYS

VISITS GOVERNOR

Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 27. J. 8.
Neuman, an extensive stock dealer,
who makes his headquarters In Montana, , but who deals largely in all
parts of the country at different seasons of the year, wu a visitor at
the yards today. Mr. Neuman has
Just returned from a five weeks' stay
In New Mexico where ha went to
buy sheep. He says numerous sheep
buyers hav lost heavily owing to
the big slump in prices and those
who had put up margins on sheep
and lambs are going out brok and
losing what they have advanced.
The same Is also true on cattle purchases. Mr. Neuman says it has been
almost Impossible for a man to buy
anything owing to the high prices
which owners have Insisted upon
getting. He says the range Is bet
ter In New Mexico than It has been
for years owing to good fall of rains.

'

BKITAIV MAKES REPOltT- ON PACIFIC- DEFENSES,
e
London, Nov,
transfer of
the American fleet to the Pacific has
inspired an elaborate report by Brit
ish naval experts on the western defenses of the United States, South
America and Mexico. The object of
this report wll lbe a large Increase
In Imperial expenditures- in the development of the Canadian defenses
of the Pacific coast.
27.-Th-

-

BEATS
RECORD

OLD

BY MORE

upon Oovernor Curry.
He has not
yet decided to accept the office of
Attorney . general which was offered
him by the governor, but will give a
definite reply by Saturday. He left
tor Albuquerque this afternoon but
win return for the statehood meeting Nov. 80th.
Governor Curry has
bten very busy since his return from
Washington.
A large
amount
of
mail has accumulated In his office
and he has received a large number
of callers.
Governor' Reception.
The governor today Issued a large
number ot invitations ror a reception at his home here which will be
held Saturday evening, following the
statehood meeting.
Conference on Indictment.
Henry M. Hoyt, solicitor general.
Is in conference this afternoon with
the attorneys for the Phelps-Dodg- e
company.
regarding
indictments
standing against the company for alleged land frauds.

ALLEGES SANTA FE TOOK
CARE

There will be no session tomorrow
and It In believed that the closing remarks may begin Friday.
Archibald Livingstone, stenographer to the late Senator Brown, was
the first witness today. He testified
that h secured a ticket for Mrs.
Bradley to Los Angeles and that
it
was on this, ticket tnat she rode to
Ogden and then bought a ticket ta
Washington.
He said Mrs. Bradley asked him
If he thought Browa would marry
her and the witness told her that h
did not believe to.
She then paid: "He will have to or
I will blow his head off."
The witness was asked concerning;
a conversation which took place the
summer ot 1802 at the time a divorce from Mrs. Brown was talked
of.
"I will protect Mrs. Bradley so
long as life lives In me. I will state
In the presence of my bitterest enemy (referring to Col. Tatlockl that
I will stick to Mrs. Bradley as long;
as my life lasts." On cross examination LivIngMon
said that lie had told Mrs. Bradley
falsehoods several times "In order to
e along with her."
All the w I messes called In rebuttal today declared that Mrs. Bradley
appeared rational.
Many of jhe
wltnftfsea came here
shortly nft4 the shooting ar.d talked
with her but i none regarded her aa
Insane.
.

JUDGE OKDK.K8 CHILDREN
FHOM COURT ROOM
Justice Stafford halted trial and
directed that a eleven-yar-ogirl
be required to leave the room with
parents,
her
who accompanied her.
P. P.V i ThrlstAnsn.
jin
ItnrnAV
Tfrom Salt Lake City, was the next
witness.
He said that he witnessed
the
"tent at the depot the summer of
1905 between Mrs. Bradley and Sen.
Brown. Mrs. Bradley Insisted on
going away with ' Brown, and fairly
hung to him. Brown, said the wit-nerepeatedly repelled her.
iSoern Chrlstensen, also of Salt
Lake City, testified that on one occa
sion,' while in Poeatello with Brown
Mrs. Bradley suddenly appeared and
Brown chastised her for following
him.
On this same occasion Chrtatensen
said Mrs.- Brown appeared on the
scene and engaged In a personal
struggle with Mrs. Bradley, clutching;
her by the throat and exclaiming;
.
"Let me kill her."
The witness further stated that at
In
Poeatello Brown declared
the
presence
Bradley,
of Mrs.
Mrs.
Brown and himself that he was not
the father of Max Brown and Mrs.
Brown upbraided him for denying
his own children and admitting the.
fatherhood of bastards.
Admitted Killing.
Mr. Jlra-UVThe court took a recess at 12:30
o'clock after several police officers
and a police matron had testified
that Mrs. Bradley had admitted to
them that she shot Brown.
The physicians, who treated Mrs.
Bradley at the house of detention,
declared that she was rational
all
the time, although nervous.
ld

-

THAN A DAY

Santa Fe, Nov. 27. (SiKxial)
Frank W. Clancy, of Albuquerque,
"pent today In this city and called

In

;

CURRY

--

BUYERS ARE HIT

PRESIDENT MAKES
REASSURING STATEMENT
'
Chicago, Nov. 27. James B. For- gan, president ot the First National
bank of Chicago, returned here yes
terday from Washington, where he
had a conference
with President
Koosevelt regarding the. financial sit
uatlon.
He said that he was assured that
rmprovSng
at present mattts w
and he waa hopeful that normal cur
rency payments wouhl.be .resumed
'
soon.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY CLANCY

sons.

STOCK DEALER

ne conrerred wltn many bankers re
garrilng the financial situation.
"The west has lost confidence In
the east," he ald. "It will cost us
here millions of dollars before we
regain the prestige and the cordial
relationship of the past. Men out
west say that New York Is responsible for the financial stringency, and
that when squeeze came the banks
of New York resorted to clearing
house certificates first and forcd the
rest of the country to do the same.
"The bankers of western
titles
have no love now for the bankers of
New York. They had placed their
money on deposit here, but when
they asked for it they were refused.
'"They say that New York sought
to protect only Itself," continued Mr
no
Shaw, "and tied up everything
that all the rest of the country was
forced to adopt urgent measures to
save ttseir. "

Veteran Pedestrian Walked
1.234 Miles In 24 Days. 19
Hours and 15 Minutes.

Chicago, Nov.
27. Edward
P.
Weston ended his trip of 1,234 miles
from Portland, Me., at the Federal
building here at 12:15 o'clock this
afternoon. He left Portland Oct. 29
at 6 p. m., thus making his travel
lng time, exclusive of Sundays, 24
days, 19 hours and 15 minutes.
He broke his record
of forty
years ago by 1 day, 3 hours and 25 INSANE
minutes.

MOTHER TRIES
TO DESTROY SON

STORES WILL EE CLOSED
HALF

Mo.,
Nov. 27. Mrs.
St. Louis,
Elisabeth D. Smith, suffering men
tally, slashed the throat of her son.
Phllipp, aged 22, as he slept this
morning.
streaming
blood
With
from his wound, the son seized his
mother as she was about to lump.
Into a cistern.
Assistance arrived Just as he faint
ed from the loss of blood.

DAY T

Donation
Children Re
of
ceived by Benevolent Ansuvia- Uou Ctuuity Ila 11 To.
morrow Night.

Practically all the stores In Albu
querque will be closed tomorrow af"
ternoon in observance of ThanksgivCHARITY RAM,.
ing.
The banks, county offices and '
arrangements
All
for the
United States offices will be closed
Charity
Ball to be given at the
gro-Vrthe whole day. Barber shops,
opera
tomorrow f
house
Klk'
clothing and drug stores and
evening
com- have,
been
meat markets will be open until
pleted.
will be
The affair
noon.
charge
in
of
the
ladies
of
the
t
Today the
Benevo
Benevolent asno- lent society distributed
donaS elation, and the proceeds
the
will
tions of the city school children to
be ustMi In caring for the poor
the poor. There were five dray
of A Ibuiiuemue. A large num- loads of food and clothing delivered
bet of tickets have been sold and
to the doors of the wortiiy poor as
and there Is no longer any
listed Dy tne Pson --Sectarian society. S doubt as to the success of the
affair, but the need of funds by
In the donations of the school
children were to be found canned
the ladies Is so urgent that. It
goods, breakfast foods, cakes, crack
Is very
that all who a
ers, fresh vegetables,
tea,
can respond. The Elks' new ball f
coffee,
sugar, bread, butter, doughnuts, baroom is tho most spacious hall A
con, fruit,
candy,
num.
in the city and the floor Is the
matches,
flour, beans, shoes and a large sup-ll- y
best ill the city. To insure good
darning the ladles have secured
of clothing.
The
Benevolent sot-- t the bet music In the city.
It
ty will give Its annual charity ball e
Persona (desiring tickets may
secure them by calling at Mat- opera
at the Elks'
houso tomorrow
a
evening, the proceeds to go to the i hum's book store.
pour of the city.

tUtlltlilMUtlli

OF

y,

HIS SHEEP

an

Springfield. Ohio, Nov. 27. Chas.
o
Neer, a
farmer living near
the Vienna Cross roads, shot and
killed his wife today. He then shot
himself In the head and staggering
fired another bullet Into his wife's
son Is the
brain. An
only witness to the murder and suicide. Neer was dissipated at the
time he committed the crime.
well-to-d-

eifrnt-year-o-

BARON

CYR1S

ld

FlOWI'Jt

DIES IN LOXROV
London, Nov. 27. The death is
of Cyrls Flower, first
announced
He was Lord
baron ot Battersea.
Treasury in the last Gladstone

H. F. Hicknell, through his attorney, Thomas W. Wllkerson, today
filed suit against the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Hallway Co., for
To-ue-

damages for alleged neglectful
care taken of a shipment of sheep
from Albuquerque to Wlllard and
Encino.
In his complaint Blcknell says he
shipped ninety head of sheep Oct.
25, which he says he contracted to
sell for $15 a head, fifty head or
the sheep being blued to Wlllard and
forty head to Encino. He says the
sheep arrived at Encino Oct. 17, that
the company had failed to water or
feed them the fifty-fohours they
were on the trip. ,
J $00

t
t

f

f

nec-es-ar-

T

Non-Sectari-
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ALBUQUERQUE

EVENDTQ

01TIZEN.

VKIKsllLV,

NOV.

27. 1S07.

CLOVIS. NEW MEXICO. SANTA FE TOWNSITE FOUR POINT DIVISION
town four months old; 21 stall concrete roundhouse; $62,000 Harvey hotel, mission style; $30,000 concrete depot, mission style; $40,000
11,100 population,
building ;'tlarge concrete machine and car shops; 100 ton capacity ice plant for R. R. Co.; $42,000 concrete coal chutes. Numerous other railroad buildings
3-sto- ry

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, IS THE NEW
SANTA FE DIVISION TOWNSITE, SITUATED
NINE MILES WEST OF TEXIOO, NEW MEXICO, ON TUE BELEN CUT-OFSURFACE OF THE LAND ON
WHICH THE TOWNSITE IS LOCATED IS
LEVEL, CLOVIS IS SITUATED IN THE BEST
PORTION OF THE LEVEL TLAINS COUNTRY
AND IT IS THE CENTER OF THE BEST DRY
FARMING AND STOCK RAISING SECTION
ALL THIS
OF EASTERN NEW MEXICO.
LAND IS SETTLED UPON BY HOMESTEADTHEIR LAND.
ERS WHO ARE IMPROVING
THE SANTA FE LAND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY HAS 213,000 ACRES OF RAILROAD
SCRIPT LAND, COMMENCING FIVE MILES
NORTH OF CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO, WHICH
IS CONSIDERED THE FINEST FARMING
LAND IN EASTERN NEW MEXICO. THIS
S
LAND WILL SHORTLY BE OPEN TO
AND SOLD IN SMALL TRACTS ON
THE
TERMS TO SUIT THE PURCHASER.
COUNTRY AROUND CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO,
WILL COMMAND TRADE FOR FIFTY MILES
TO THE NORTH, THIRTY MILES TO THE
EAST, TWENTY MILES TO THE SOUTH AND
TWENTY-EIGHMILES TO THE WEST.
THERE IS A SETTLER ON EVERY ICO ACRES,
WHICH ASSURES ITS FUTURE RAPID
CLOVIS IS
GROWTH AND PERMANENCY.
ON THE MAIN TRANSCONTINENTAL LINE
OF THE SANTA FE WHICH IS CALLED IN
THIS TERRITORY, THE EASTERN RAILWAY

THE

HOME-SEEKER-

T

i

OF NEW MEXICO, OR THE BELEN CUT-OFCLOVIS WILL BE THE DIVISION FOR THE
MAIN LINE OF THE SANTA FE, THE PECOS
VALLEY LINE AND THE BROWNWOOD EXTENSION, THUS MAKINO IT A DIVISION
POINT FOR THREE DISTINCT LINES OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM.
THE PECOS VALLEY TIIACTS WILL BE
TAKEN UP BETWEEN TEXICO, NEW MEXICO, AND CAMEO, N. M., AND BE MOVED
WEST EIGHT MILES TO MAKE CLOVIS
THE NORTHERN DIVISION POINT OF THE
PECOS VALLEY LINE. THE BROWNWOOD
EXTENSION WILL BE RUN OUT OF CLOVIS
WHICH WILL GIVE A THROUGH LINE FROM
CALIFORNIA TO GALVESTON, TEXA&. THE
RAILROAD COMPANY HAS RETAINED 320
ACRES FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES AND
THERE ARE EXTENSIVE MACHINE AND
CAR SHOPS BEING ERECTED AT CLOVIS,
CLOVIS WILL BE THE FIRST DIVISION
POINT WEST OF AMARILLO, TEXAS, AND
THE SANTA FE HAS JUST COMPLETED A
TWENTY-ONSTALL ROUNDHOUSE, GRAB-EMILES OF SIDING AND YARDS, ARE
ERECTING A $30,000.00 CONCRETE
DEPOT AND A $62,000.00
HARVEY HOTEL AND $40,000.00 THREE-STORRECREATION BUILDING FOR RAILTHE RECREATION
ROAD EMPLOYEES.
BUILDING WILL HAVE A STANDARD LIBRARY, POOL AND BILLIARD HALLS, SWIMAND Ll
MING POOL, AUDITORIUM
ALL
ROOMS FOR RAILROAD EMPLOYEES.
CONSOLID
THESE BUILDINGS ARE OF
CRETE AND THE LATEST STYLE OF MISTHE COMPANY IS
SION ARCHITECTURE.
TVPTT T TVn TTTTtf T.AT?n"P W lT.T S Tf RVrVTTT1
F.
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ALL THE WATER THAT WILL BE REQUIRED FOR RAILROAD PURPOSES, THE SUPPLY BEING INEXILVUSTABLE.
THE RAILROAD COMPANY WILL ERECT A ONE HUNDRED TON ICE PLANT FOR ICING REFRIGERATOR AND PASSENGER CARS.

LONG DISTANCE LINES. THERE ARE THIRTY-FIVE
BUSINESS. HOUSES, SIX HOTELS
AND ROOMING HOUSES, FOUR LUMBER
YARDS, THREE LIVERY STABLES, COLD
STORAGE AND OTHER BUILDINGS
ALREADY ERECTED. CLOVIS HAS NEARLY
ELEVEN HUNDRED POPULATION, IS FOUR
MONTHS OLD AND GROWING VERY FAST.
IF YOU ARE LOOKING FOR A BUSINESS LOCATION OR A NEW TOWN FOR INVESTMENTS, LOOK THE SITUATION OVER AT
CLOVIS. THE LOTS BEING OFFERED FOR
SALE ARE ALL RESIDENCE LOTS AND CAN
BE PURCHASED AT FROM $70.00 TO $00.00,
PER LOT, ONE-HALDOWN, THE BALANCE
IN SIX MONTHS AT EIGHT PER CENT INON ALL SALES OVER $500.00 10
TEREST.
PER CENT DISCOUNT IS ALLOWED. ON
ALL CASH SALES, 10 PER CENT DISCOUNT
ALLOWED. CLOVIS WILL MAKE A CITY OF
TEN THOUSAND POPULATION IN A FEW
YEARS. TIUS IS THE BEST PROPOSITION
EVER OFFERED IN NEW MEXICO FOR
SMALL INVESTMENTS AND NOW IS THE
TIME TO PURCHASE THESE LOTS, AS THE
PRICES WILL
DOUBLE
WITHIN SIX
MONTHS' TIME.
E. J. CARLIN, GENERAL MANAGER FOR
THIS PROPERTY, WILL BE' HERE FOR
ABOUT TWO" WEEKS AND WILL BE LOCATED IN THE OFFICE OF MAYNARD GUNSUL,
ALBUQUERQUE COMMERCIAL CLUB BUILDCALL AT ABOVE
ING, PHONE NO. 145.
NAMED OFFICE OR PHONE YOUR ADDRESS, AND MR. E. J. CARLIN WILL CALL
AND SEE YOU.

THE CONCRETE COAL CHUTES, COSTING $4,200.00, ARE HALF COMPLETED AND
ARE THE LARGEST WEST OF THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER. THERE ARE NUMEROUS
OTHER RAILROAD IMPROVMENTS TO BE
STARTED, BUT THE ENGINEERS' REPORTS
HAVE NOT BEEN COMPLETED AND WE
CANNOT GIVE DATA ON THE SAME. AS
SOON AS THE BELEN CUT-OFAND CONNECTING LINES OF CLOVIS ARE COMPLETED, THE COMPANY WILL PUT ALL OF ITS
EXTRA CALIFORNIA
FAST PASSENGER,
FREIGHT AND PERISHABLE FRUIT TRAFFIC ON THIS LINE, WHICH WILL BE THE
SHORTEST
BETWEEN
CHICAGO
AND
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA AND GALVESTON,
TEXAS, AND NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA,
AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.
IT WILL
ALSO CARRY ALL THE PACIFIC AND ORIENTAL MAIL WHICH IS NOW BEING
LARGELY HANDLED
ROCK ISLAND
AND SOUTHERN PACIFIC.

F

F

BY-TH-

HAS TWO NATIONAL BANKS
WITH $25,000.00 AND $35,000.00 CAPITAL RESPECTIVELY.
THERE IS A WATER, ELECTRIC LIGHT. AND ICE COMPANY LOCATED
IN CLOVIS, OWNED AND CONTROLLED BY
RAILROAD OFFICIALS, WITH EQUIPMENT
A COMPLETE TELENOW IN OPERATION.
PHONE SYSTEM IN OPERATION CONNECT-WITALL ADJACENT TOWNS AND
CLOVIS

H

AGENTS WANTED. LIBERAL COMMISSIONS.
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Paragraphs

NEW CLUB
E

Chas. A. Spies, of Las Vega.', Is
Santa' Fe on business.
ernallllo,
John O. Winters. of
was In the Ancient City yesterday on
business.
George W. Rcoular, a grain dealer
of Superior, Neb., Is In the city on
business.
Tt. W. Johnson, of this city, registered at the Clair hotel In Santa Fe
yesterday.
(Deputy United States Marshal C.
B. Newcomer is In Santa Fe on official business.
Mm. Chas. A. SplefS, of Las Vegas, Is enjoying a visit from Miss
Minnie Holzman, of Denver,
W. A Hawkins, attorney for the
company in
Rock Island railroad
In

business auditing the flnaclal records
of the counUes of which these towns
are the seats of government.
Judge John R. McFle after nrnsld- Ing over the sessions of the San Juan
county district court for two weeks
at Aztec, returned to his chambers
at tianta Fe on Monday. The term
of court just held in Aztec was a
busy one and the dockets were well
cleaned.
Colonel Edmund C. Abbott has returned to the Ancient City from a
two weeks' visit to Aztec, where he
atienaea to business at the recent
session of the district court of San
Juan county, which closed there
Saturday. Colonel Abbott was very
successful and feels especially good
over the acquittal of J. W. Morris on
an Indictment of murder. The Jury
was out but a few minutes and voted
for acquittal on the first ballot.
Ormsby McHarg. a special assistant to the attorney general of the
United States and K. P. Holcombe, a
special agent of the department of
the Interior, who have been engaged
in probing alleged land
frauds in
New Mexico and were recalled to
Washington, returned to Santa Fe
yesterday. It la understood they have
come back to New Mexico to appear
as witnesses relative to indictments
recently returned here against the
Phelps-Dodg- e
company
and some
nineteen Individuals charging conspiracy to defraud the government
out of coal lanus which will be taken up tomorrow in the U. S. court
here.

some are being made now for
l.)
Koswell, N. M Nov. 27.
new houses in California and
new ones down on the line of
The Elks of Roawell propose
Pecos Valley division In New to build a mew club house. The
Mexico.
movement was started at a meeting
of young men a few nights ugo, but
'marriages
Jt
epidemic
An
has It was not fully decided that the
struck the railroad population of Ka- movement would , result In anything
tun. No less than fifteen .Santa
Fe tangible until yesterday.
employes living In liaton have taken
A quarter of a block centrally loupon themselves matrimonial obligacated has been purchased and an
tions within the past three weeks. endeavor
is being mnae now to neSi.me of them have married young
a loan for the money with
ladies with the consent of their par- gotiate
ents and come of them have married which to build.
The new club house will be somewithout consent. Harry Griffith, a
Santa Fe fireman, was one of those thing of which all the members may New Mexico, is In
the territorial capto commit this latter oflVnve. Mr. be proud, and
yet will not cost
Orlfllth and Miss Jean Thoma., an much. It will be a temporary struc- ital on business.
estimable young lady of the Uate ture, In a way, and win be built at
&. M. Douglass, of the
firm of
(loptl o Trinidad and were the rear of the Immense lot, leav- Douglass & Tarr, real
estate dealers
Famous Eating Houses May City.
open
twenty-fouing
r
corners
the
and
fronts
all
before
th"
hours
marred
of Stanley, N. M., has returned to the
irate father and a deputy sheriff for an opera house later. With oth- territory from a visit to his old
be Extended Along
caught up with them.
er funds available the Klka will have home In Oklahoma
about half enough to build the club
Judge H. L. Waldo, of Las Vegas,
New York Central.
Two machinists In the round house house as a result of the carnival.
got into a fight yesterday over the They
are going to put it to good use. has gone to Kansas City with his
ownership of some tools. After the The building will be put up by net daughter. Mrs. A. T. Rogers, who
men had beaten one another up conwill be the guest of friends there a
There are 6 hotels In the system siderably the foreman Informed them March, unless all plans fall.
few weeks. Judge Waldo expects to
Methdrltt M In Inter Recommends
of Harvey houses on the line of the that their services were no longer
return to the Meadow City within a A Cluunberlaln's
Cough Remedy.
t.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and
week or ten days.
needed, by tne Nanta e.
STATEHOOD
LEAGUE
Chamberlain's
used
Louis & San Francisco railroads.
We
have
Col. rJose D. Sena, clerk of the Cough Remedy In our home for seven
These are the only lines where Fred
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Reyterritorial supreme court, was among years, and it has always proved
Harvey has hotels at present, but It nolds, a
to
d
boy. Mr. Reythose who returned to San la 'e rrom be a reliable remedy.
We have
Is the belief of many people that this nolds Is a Harvey curio agent who
dur
Interpreter
as
served
He
Aztec.
hoopen
coon
a
concern
will
do
more
than
famous
that It would
und
travels between Albuquerque
ing the term of district court in nan found
tel in New York City and will have Wlnslow.
manufacturers claim for it. It
Juan county aud acquitted himself istheespeclaly
good
for' croup and
a line of hotels along some line of
railroad, possioly the New York Cenwhooping cough.
D. A. Shope, general foreman of New Set I firs O tilling Into Thin Part well.
d
of l lit Territory Ar All til t'livor
tral, from ihiit city to Chicago. A line bridge, and buildings on the valley
Rev. James A. Lewis,
Traveling Auditor Charles V.
of Joining tlu I uloil.
of diners would also be equipped with division. Fresno, Calif., was a visit
from
Fe
Mllaca. Minn.. M. C. Church.
Psstor
to Santa
returned
has
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy i
a Harvey service. It is known that or in Albuquerque yesteroay.
("ha ma. Aztec and Taos, where he
the New York Central lines have for
Clayton. N. M.. Nov. 27. (KM-lal- )
hu been for some time on official sold by all druggists.
years tried to arrange for the HarKarnest Cordeal, asslntant general
There Is a marked growing statevey management for the dining ser- roundhouse inspector on the Sania hood
sentiment In this part of the
vice for the entire Four Track sys- Fe coast line, arrived In the city to- territory.
The new settlers coming
tem. It is probable that this may be day from Lo Angeles.
Into Union county are solid In favor
done and that one of the finest of the
was demonstratof statehood.
W. Youkum, general yardman-ter- . ed at a meetingThis. here, at which
tine hoteU in New York City may be
Is recovering from his recent Ill- a Union County held
under the management of the Harleague
Statehood
vey
Btem.
ness and will be able to return to was organized.
soon.
work
though,
the
is.
it
that
Certain
Officers of the league are as
FAR-REACHIN-G
houses along these two rmds at the
V. C. Proctor, general foreman of
present lime are doing a big business.
chairHon. Geo. W. Detamore.
buildings,
Wlnslow,
bridges
of
and
secretary,
men;
Dr. Charlton,
and
Even in its early stages Catarrh is almost intolerable, caused by the
Th. Sania e has a list of Harvey
J. F. I'.ranson, treasurer.
Paz Val 6tulTy feeling iu the nose, the buzzing- - noises in tne ears, tne conunun
houses now at a dLnlance of about 100 Arlx., was In A lbnqueique
verde was made chairman
of' the
miles apart all (he way from Kansas
But when the blixd
Mrs. C. C. Minnes, wife of Special executive committee.
Mr. Valverde "hawking and spitting" difficult breathing, etc.
City to I'ulirornia. There is no cnance
shops.
Is
has
to
of
the
authorize!
Ofllcer Minnes
select five commit becomes thorouchlv polluted from the catarrhal matter, the inflammation
to mii-- a meal. A train cannot be gone
to Temple, Texas, on u visit.
teemen to act with htm on the a .ove extends to the bronchial tulies, causing hoarseness, and often an aggravating
fur away from some of the houses at
of n.iurh th stomach is affected, resiiltinir in dyspepsia, loss of appetite and
named committee. The dulle.i
all times. Hesldea dining cars are
t his committee
Urother-hood
will be to draw up
Highland lodge No. 47,
run on two of the through trains.
6trenth, and gradually all the mucous membranes of the body become disto
appoint
resolutions
will
Hallway
Trainmen,
and
meet
of
Jt Is found that these houses are
Frequently the kidneys and
men
precinct
in
from
eased and the system upset and deranged.
Odd
each
tonight
In
hall.
Fellows'
so highly patronized that the new adIn lliB county.
of
impure blood through the
passage
constant
and
the
are
attacked,
bladder
many
of
dition. are being built to
Those present were unanimously lun rs diseases these important nieiiitiers. and Catarrh terminates in Con
A Hani Petit to Pay.
them.
In
strictly
of
Is
favor
statehood.
This
"I owe a debt of gratitude that
The Harvey system economizes as
blood disease, ana must be treatea conmove and every citi- sumption. Catarrh s a deep-seate- d
much an possible by having Its own can never be paid oft." writes Q. 3. azen In the county
of local treatment. S. S. S. cures
stitutionally
reach
his
bevond
for
the
lend
is
should
it
my
Iowa.
Westileld,
wherever
Clark,
for
of
poultry
dairy and
farms
that a united voice from Catarrh by cleansing the blood of all the impure catarihal matter and at the
convenient, and also In many other rescue from death, by Dr. King's assistance,
every
may
In the territory,
It govs down and attacks the
kindred ways. One of Its methods New Discovery, ltoth lungs were so be Kentcounty
to Washington asking for same time building up the entire system.
of saving Is by Its mattress factory, seriously affected that death seemed statehood, when this Is done we will
disease at us nean, in me circuiai ion, mm
takI
when
commenced
Imminent,
Hutchinson,
Kan.
U
located
at
which
results.
removes every trace of the impurity that is
The ominous get the desired
of this ing New Discovery.
K. K. Htltkel has charge
meeting of the league
Then as rich, pure
causing the trouble.
factory which turns out practically dry, hacking cough quit before, the willThebe next
14.
December
in the great lirst bottle used, and two more botblood circulates through the body, the in
all of the mattrevses
J.
F.
of
Sout.i,
Mr.
ltranson
and
hotels along the two roads controlled tle made a complete cure." Noth- Dea Moines; J. 1). Steere and Sir.
flamed membranes commence to heal, the
by the Harvey system. They are made ing has ever equaled New Discovery Stubblns, of Nam Visa, and C. M.
mucous discharges etow less and f lly
frames,
op with wooden and bamboo
for coughs, colds and all throat and Sanchez, of Texline: were representby
Guaranteed
The lung complaints.
PURELY VEGETABLE cease, and all the disagreeable and disg ng
with cull uprings underneath.
ing
people'
of
county.
the
the
mattress, proper. Is'of Kouth Ameri- all druggists, 60c and 11.00. Trial
symptoms of Catarrh disappear. S; S. S. ias
can horse hair. The quality Is of the hottes free.
It refines and purifies the entire circulation
disease.
a
equnl
ns
fortius
no
"ure
DeWltt's
Kidney
PHle
Bladder
about
and
they
coft
fined and it Is said
turkeys
for relieve backache, weak kidneys, and bml retiairft the A:itnr& done bv Catarrh. Special book on Catarrh and any
Fine. fat young
$30 to manufacture.
Sold medical advice free.
sent a Urge Tb link spiv lug. Place your order early Inflammation of the bladder.
ltfccently this factory
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
.
I H. O'FMtlly.
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Consolidated Liquor Company
ItftMUon to

MEUNI A EAKIN, and
WMOLKMALM

ACHECHI A filOMI.
DCALKRB IN

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wb

la stock it oat fit tbo
kpmostvrytblng
ftittdloat bar oomplott

bn

sppo'ntstf xclualv agent In th Southwest tor Jn.
Hav
rawarlas; Yallswwtoia,
chlltx, Wm,
and St Lotila A. B. C
Qraan Rlvtr, V. H. McBrayara Ctdar Brook, Louts HunUr, T.J. Ms,
arch, and thr standard arunda of whlaklaa too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
iaeriea.
from tie tea
But aol the straight article ma received by
Distilleries and Brcwerie la the Unliod fctat 3. Call aaa lraaoot
rie klet.
Btock and Priori, or write tar Illustrated Catalog)
Issued to dealers oaly.
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BUILDERS'

s

(fi

Everything
to furnish the
house. Just received a large
assortment of linoleums and
door oil cloth. Wool fringed
rugs from 25c and up. English
china cups and saucers and
dinner plates TS cents a set.
Brass custaln rods 10c and up.
Window shades, 25c and up.

COPVftiCrlT.

Saf-fnr-

F(

fP

SI?

'

nine-poun-

K

Fufrelle Furniture Go.

AND

.

FINISHERS' SUPPLIES

Paint None
Native and Chicago Lumber. Shcrwln-William- s
ter, llulldlng Paper, Plaster, I.I me. Cement, Glass, SaIi, Doors,
Ktc., V.us.

J.

C.

THE

DALDRIDCE

Bet-

Etc

423 South First

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikote Rooting

First and Marqoette

Albcqoefqoe, New Mexico

WFDNKSDAY,

CATTLE

jt. m;.

NOV.

ARE

PA3K THHI""'

UP

0)

15

25

TO

CENJS
Small Receipts Seem to
fect the Marke- tChicago Weak.

SO PER. CENT SAVED.

T

r

By buying Stoves, Ranges, Cooking Utensils, Enamel and Tinware, Nickel and Silverware,
Table and Pocket Cutlery, Builders' and Shelf Hardware, Mechanics' Tools etc., etc.,Jatj

1)

Af-

Tlhe GireaH Closing'

8

Otmti Sale
WHITNEY COMPATS
RETAIL
DEPARTMENT
115 SOUTH FIRST SHEET

of

.

Kansas City, Nov. 27. .Smaller
cattle supplies af(r Tuvdny last fc9
TvpeK caused a recovery of 15 to
cento In prices by the close of the
week. The run Is fairly good today
12,000 head, but the feeliriK Is weak,
Account of an over supply at Chi
cago. An extra large proportion of
Colorado and, New , Mexico
cattle
nave- been Included, the
last ten
day, and they have been selling
imriy sausracuory. in view or
the
KenerHl financial conditions'. Ftocker
nd feeders took on more life the
middle or la.t week, with
ap
pearance fo a large number the
of buv
rs, and as the yards were cleaned
up close at the end of the week, this
class Is selling stronger today. West
ern peer steers are selling at $3.75
to $4.15, stockers and feeders $3.25
trf
$3.75, heavy Colorado cowis at
$8.00 to $3.60, eastern Colorado New
.Mexico and Panhandle cows $2.25
ss.uu, canners around $2.00,
top
veals $6.50, heavy calves $3.50 to
$4.25, bulls $2.10 to $2.80. Packers
are getting back toward normal buying and conditions are not as ner
vous as a week ago.
itange slMep
lambs are growing shorter each and
week. and. the qual
ity im noi as goon aa It has been,
running more to tall end nt horria
The market on killing kinds advanc
in to zo
ed
last week. Hume
range lambs cents
sold at $5.25 to $5.75
today, while fed lambs reached $8.25
the market being considered steady
on a supply of 9,000
head. Fed
wethers bring up to $4.80,
range
wetners and yearlings $4.25 to $4.75,
ted yearling $5.20, range ewes $3.75
to 14.25, reeding lambs $4.90 to
J5.25, feeding sheeD $3.25 to S4.5R
Receipts will likely run Bmall for a
few weeks, although fed stuff may
toe marketed earlier this year than
usual, feeders being anxious to get
out or tne Dad situation which their
niKh priced
purchases
have put
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112,000,000 RENT FOR

IB

IS PRICE

'

No Breaking-i- n
needed

A LOT

IN L EASE

Gross Kelly & Co
(Incorporated)

Mrs. Mary Fitzgerald Gets Nice Competency For Use of Her Corner
Property in New York.
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Kneeling on the floor I prayed:
Oh God, who commanded Abraham
to slay his son. thou hast given me
a sore task; pardon my reluctance
and forgive this man, for he knew
not what he did.' "
The deacon's throat rattled and
bending over
hU breath stopped;
him the friends shuddered.
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ARIZONA

MINES
REPORTED ON FIRE

Globe, Arts., Nov.

(Special)
and from
points In Cochise county reaching
here say that the Copper Queen and
Shnttock mines as well as several
other of the larger copper mines of
southern Arizona are on fire. The
loss has been beyond estimation at
present and several deaths of min
ers from fighting the flames and gases are reported.
27.

Jteports from Blsbee
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Wool Hide and Pelt
Dealers

that's

ibsolutely
"omfortcble

IIIiiliM

eNw York, Nov. 27. A collection
of one story shacks at Broadway
and East Forty-thir- d
street cover a
site that figures In probably the big-ge- st
private rental proposition ever
put through in America. The property Is owned by Mrs. Mary A. Fitzgerald, who lives in Europe.
Harry Levey, who Is looming up as
a real estate Napolon, has sought
control of the corner for two years.
Mrs. Fitzgerald would not sell and
she was not at all anxious to grant
a long-tim- e
lease. Levey's attorney

aching

:..used by stiff soles
the
ivils of thin soles aie presented by the Red Cr ss. It
;nables a woman to be on her
feet for' hours at a time with
comfort.
A stylish
-

mem.

AS TJIK BIGOT SAW IITY.
Old Deacon Slmpkln.i had one foot
in tne grave and the rest of him
wus swiftly
following.
Neighbors
wuiiuerea ir
couia really be true.
For years he it.had exerted
nir.
ltual tyranny over the congregation
.. at their little church, holding up con- xinuaily the terrors and tortures
awaiting the rrlvolous and gayly in
cllned in the world, to come.
There always seemed
to be i
mystery connected with the life of
xne nara, unyielding old man, and
somehow he was feared by young
and old.
But now he was dying!
Ueslde his bed sat Dr. Doane and
old Deacon Sadler.
"Doctor," he asked, as if merely
to assure himself, "is my time about
up?"
"I am afraid you have only a few
hour at best," said the doctor kindly.
"Then, said the sick man quietly,
have something I wish to tell,
"I
God called upon me once to perform
a very hard task, but I discharged
my duty.
"Geo. Brown and I were raised up
together; we loved each other and
were always competitors
for firat
honors in all classes In the public
school. But he seemed to have no
regard for the future of his soul.
"After finishing at the school
George went to college. Later he
graduated with highest honors as a
doctor. But he had no thought of
practicing.
He was carried away
with a desire to And a panaca, a
remedy for all kinds of human suffering. With this Idea in
mind he went to ttuuy chemistry in
a big eastern university. He so distinguished himself that they wanted
him to take the chair of chemistry
in that school. He next went to
study botany at another big university, and upon leaving it was forced
to decline the chair in that subject.
He then came home and spent three
years' hard study and work in his
own
laboratory,
his light often
twinkling all night.
"I had tried to dlsuade him from
his object, telling him that God never intended for man to have uch a
remedy, but he merely laughed at
me.
"One night with wild eyes and
body rtembling with ecstasy he came
to my home and told me he had at
last made his discovery and wanted
me to come and see.
"I went. A spoonful of thlekl.-h- ,
amber-colore- d
my
liquid
made
like
chronic rheumatism disappear
vapor. Dancing with Joy, George
brought out a little dog and gave it
several grains of strychtne; it was
He
soon writhing on iU back.
poured the amber liquid down its
throat and it instantly capered about
the room.
"I realized that I was observing
the works of the devil, and I trembled with fear. 'George,' said I, with
a warning voice, 'you are meddling
with Gods plan of nalvatlon; you
are taking away the pains and afin his
flictions of the world God you
are
wisdom prescribed for us;
doing away with suffering by which
God Intended for us to make our
garments with and win the golden
crown. Your discovery would damn
destroy It.
the world, and. you must boisterously
"He laughed at me
to pregoing
was
and
that he
sent his discovery to the academy of
medicine on the morrow., and thus
give It to all the world free, asking
only gratitude from the future generations.
"I realized that there was only
event thU and that
ne way
tlod had ut me In the position and
had given me the task of doing It.
I picked up a billet of wood at hand,
and a moment later he was lying
si 111 at my feet. Taking his medicine I threw it all on the fire and
pitched all his papers and formulas

Grocers.

start.

The burning and

1 DAILY SHORT STORIES

Wholesale

fa$jk;'

The flexible sole Red Crosi
Shoe is comfortable from

,

i

1

with the

made several trips to Europe to interview her and $8,000 was paid tor
cable messages.
iLevey has finally secured a leae
for 106 years, for which he and his
heirs will pay 112.000,000. He will
pay $4,000,000 for 42 years and $8,- uuu.uuu ror tne balance or the term.
Mrs. Fitzgerald is therefore assured
an Income of a little less than $100,-00- 0
a year for more than a century.
Levey will erect on the site a
building, which will be devoted to ofiices, a theater and a resry

taurant.

Albuquerque and Las
Vegas
K: 8r,

tan OA

Rid Cnm
Bimckw

U-o-

Jxfords,
$3-- 5

ligh Shoes,
$4.00
Let us fit you,

ACCinKNTATXY KILLKD
WHILE OL'T iri'NTIXG.
Wlnslow, Ariz.,
Nov.
25.
iteve
Seller, an Austrian employed at the
roundhouse, while out hunting Sun121 Railroad A'tau
day on the river seven miles north
of here In company with Joe Hessic,
accidentally discharged a shot gun,
STAGK TO JKMTTZi, X.KAVKS
the charge entering above the heart, WF-S-T GOLD EVKK1 MORN IX O 811
AT
killing himself almost Instantly.
A 5 O'CLOCK.
coroner's Jury rendered a verdict of
accidental death. The deceased leaves
a wife to mourn his death.

WM. CHAPLIN

KODOL Is offered on a guaranteed
plan for the relief o
heart burn,
flatulence, sour stomach, belching of
gas, nausea, and all stomach troubles. It digests what you eat. It will
make you healthy. Sold by J. H.
O'Rlelly.

Gross Kelly &
(Incorporated)

HOW TO BE A REAL WEATHER PROPHET
Albuquerque

Ill-I-

OsKMOC00K3tK)aOsK00JO

teibleca

IMenhuna
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L. B. PUTNEY
THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries tae largest and Most Bzcloalve 8took of SUple Oroceiies hs
U Ua sjoutawsat
.

M

Just what you need to help out in
a cold snap or between season.
No smoke no smell no bother

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

it s me mnk!ts Jevire itial Jnra il. A
av In
operate and clean as a lamp.
Brass font holds
4 quarts gives intense heat ior 9 hours. Finished
in nickel and japan every heater warranted.
--

OIL CO.'

N.

(

"OIJJ MLiaBLB.

(Equipped wits Saokrlcss Device)

(incorporated)

H

Ivivory
and Boarding
West Silver Avenno.

AJUlUyUKJiQCE. NEW MEXICO.

PERFECTION
Oil Heater
So. 1 When a oat licks herself
mora tuait nxual It will rain soon.
No. 2 llroakintr nixie lace
frequently iiMlk-aturain.
No. S Heforo a rain It Is dlffl-cu- lt
to lon kIovoh.
No. 4 .Suit
becomes dull and
cwkfy WHim limn
m rttlnslonil.
So. 5 Whra your newxpaper tears
easily, rain Is In Uie air.
salt, your gloves, umbrella or walking stick, your newspaper and shoe
luces, are progi.ostlcators of weather changes. It Is only necessary to
pay attention to become a prophet
yourself.
If you want anything on earth, you
can get It through the want columns
of The Evening Citizen. We get results.
Pal Pinto Wells Mineral Water
cures and prevents constipation. Ask
your grocer for It
....

RAILROAD

ATINU1

Weather forecast:
"Slightly rising temperature, rain tomorrow."
And then you laugh and leave ths
house without your umbrella, upon
the theory that the weatherman is
always wrong.
But If the weatherman Is wrong.
not always In so trifling a
nature
mood. The old dame has provided,
say those who study such things,
means whereby everyone can foretell the approach of rain, several
hours in advance, by simply keeping
an eve on things.
For Instance, the household cat,
1
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N. M.
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o. PATTERSON

W.

Don't sit in the cold
a touch
ol a match
a steady flow o!
genial warmth and in the corner that's hard to heat youll
have real solid comfort with a

CONTINENTAL

mmt mmiil

aaft-Inf-

Goxaemo9090oa&momomoaom

To Heal
a Cold Corner

Equipped with

mm aaimJmm

roundry east side o railroad track.

5?

latest improved central draft burner. MaJe of brass
throughout, nickel plated. Just the light to read
by bright and steady, Everv lamD warranted.
II vour dealer doesn't earrv the Perfection Oil
Heater and Rayo Lamp, write our nearest agency
- .
for descriptive circular.
.

Machine Works

aJ

Htmoalr

'

Foundry and

at. a. MALL, armrftwr
Iron and Brata Castinn; Ore, Coal and Lumber Car;
Pulleys. Orad Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns
Fronts for Bolldlxurs.
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LOOKING FOR A GOOD TIME?

..

matter at ttto

..

27.

im.

F. H. STRONG

what constitutes a "good
There are about as many conceptions as-tIs one place In New Mexico, not
as
time"
Individuals,
but
there
are
there
AND WEEKLY
very far from Albuquerque, where 99 out of every 100 people find what they
are looking for.
That place Is the Valley Ranch, at Pecos, New Mexico.
of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Fresh country produce In abundance, horses to ride or drive, dogs,
guns, traps, tackle, all at your disposal. The finest hunting and fishing In
You can live In a house, a cabin or a tent, and come and
the territory.
you please.
WILLIAM F. BROGAN go asYou'll
And plenty of company there, agreeable and refined, if you are
MANAGING EDITOR
sociably Inclined, a favorite resort for ladles.
Conditions ideal for re
cuperating, reading, hunting, or loafing.
You CAN'T SPEND MORE THAN NINE DOLLARS A WEEK ANY
WAY YOU FIX IT.
kattcs
Inquire at The Citizen Office for further particulars, or address The
.. .$5.00 Valley Ranch.
,

nov.

FURNITURE, CROCKERY,
GLASSWARE, RUGS
THANKS0IVIN0

AMONG

PREPARATIONS

dining room furniture Is particularly
essential, and In view of this fact
we have selected a very desirable line
of elegant and artistic dining tables,
chairs and sideboards. An early inspection should be made, as the price
we are asking for such superior furniture makes them a most desirable
See our line of handdecoration.
some chlnaware
at prices beyond
competition.

.60
.00

PoMtofflce of Albuquerque, N. M

mn&rr Act of Congress of March S, 1870.

Tln only Illustrated ilally newspaper In New Mexico ami tlie
vertising medium of tlio Southwest,

bet

ad-

TUK AIJiI'QlEKQl"E C1TTZKX IS:
dally and weekly newspaper of tlie Southwest.
The leading
The advocate of Itepubltcan principle and tlw "Square

Not Going Out of Business

THANKSGIVING

IK-al.-

THE AMirQrERQVR CTTTZKN HASs
The finest equipped Job tleportment In New Mexico.
The latest reports by Associated Proa and Auxiliary News Service.
"WE GET THE NEWS FIIIST."

'
-

We Meet All Competition!!

TURKEYS

"STATEHOOD FOR NEW MEXICO"

DUCKS

All Stoves and Ranges

GEESE
Bcfieees in CUfting

SPRINGS

Under the heading of "An Editor- Thanksgiving Solillquy," the Capltan
nnrnprtrntM ttio fnllnwlnff'
"The open wason for deer .will close November 30, and the open peason
nottor wild turkey will close December 31. Now, the editor of this sheet, nigh
withstanding that he has lived on this magnificent game preserve for
We
n fourteen weapons, has yet his first bear, deer or wild turkey to kill.
ttn order to make
feel ashamed to acknowledge It, but such is the case.
p for our remissness, we hav been seriously contemplating b6rrow1ng a
ajun, 'shoving our face' for ammunition (made necessary by the stringency
in the money market), and hiking to the hills to 'get ours.' but find that
pressure of business, as usual, may prevent us.
In fact. It Is more than
probable that at the time when we should be Jogging along the mountain
aide la quest of our quarry, we majr be found at our desk thinking up news
for our readers, or, In lieu thereof, .manufacturing bear stories for their edification.
But Thankglving J drawing near, and our larder Is minus a turkey. ' We .must, therefore, rely sorely- - on the generosity and thoughtfulness
of our readers, cemented by years of friendship, to supply the missing bird,
o that we may, with the rest, enjoy the great annual feast.
Jt would be
useless to tempt us with a venlaon, for the law states very plainly that It
Filed for Itecord.
must be killed for your own use, and far be It from us to compromise a
Andrew W. Cleland. Jr., to
felony; but the statutes are silent as to a nice Juicy hlndquarter, or a good,
Solomon L. Burton, part of the
fine, fat and untamed gobbler.
This has been written chiefly for the purNWii 27, T. 10 N. K a E, and
pose of filling space, as news items In Capltan are as scarce as hen fruit;
part of the SW sec. 26 T. 10 N, -'
and, besides, it Is very likely that if we happened1 to meet a bear face to i II 3 E, 1.
.face we would drop our gun, run for the nearest tree, and If cornered would
defend outfelf with a Faber No. 2, and if possible give the varmint a subWatch for our announcement on
But, nevertheless, if
cutaneous Injection of vltrol from our fountain pen.
an untamed, bronze-colore- d
bird does not Bhow up at this of flea within the Thanksgiving Day. Benham's Indians.
Makings of a pretty nifty Thanks
However, we be
next week. It will be a case of 'Johnny get your gun.
giving dinner at the Richelieu gro
believe we will be spared this unpleasant alternative."
cery.
All barber Bhons will
be open
his
president
very
renewed
has
encouraging
to
know that the
It la
Thanksgiving day from 7 o'clock to
has told 11 o clock. Closed for rest of. the
promise to aid thia territory In Its fight for statehood and that
our governor that he will do all that he can to that end. Governor Curry day.. W. V. Jasper, secretary.
upon his return from St. Louis, where he met the president said that the
Morris J. Dunnlgan. a railway mall
(Now'uuon his' return from Wash clerk,
resident had Dromlsed us assistance.
living
20S South High
ington he say that the president repeated that promise upon the eve of street, who wasatarrested Sunday af
'
saw
congress..
governor
large
a
number
of
convening
also
of
ror
the
The.
having tnreatened the
ternoon
and has received such, encouragement that he does jot ba&lUte life, of a young woman because she
to say that the chances of thla territory' admission to the union are the best refused to marry him, secured bond
the sum of 3300 to keep the
in her history. A territorial statehood meeting has been called to assemble in
to Santa Fe November 30, for the purpose of selecting representative men peace yesterday afternoon and ' was
released
from custody.
Washington and aid In securing the passage of a statehood bill, .which
to go-twill be Introduced by Delegate Andrewa ahortly after congress convenes. enrAn overheated range In the kitch
of the Columbus hotel, South
People all over New Mexico ara so universally in favor of statehood that Second
street and Gold avenue, 'set
they .have grown to take statehood meetings as a matter of course.
It Is fire to the
floor at 7 o'clock this
very. Important, however, that the meeting at Santa Fe on November 80th morning, but
the flames were ex
be largely attended and that every one who oan poeslbly do so,, should take tinguished
before any damage ' wa
an active part In the selection of the men who will visit Washington. There done. The fire department was callare no politics In the meeting. it Is a citizens' gathering, for the purpose ed and put the blaze out with a small
abovfe named and no other.
Governor Curry expects to return to Wash- chemical before any excitement was
ington Just as soon aa possible and he needs the help of every New Mex- created In the hotel.
E. J. Carlln. who is stopping in the
The governor da&irea all the influence that it Is possible to secure for
ican.
city temporarily selling lots in the
the purpose of bringing the statehood question "squarely before congress in Clovla
has been secured to
the right light, t Those who know the governor believe, that he. If any one, referee townslte,
the game of foot ball which
can secure statehood for this territory and It is up to every one to
will be played
El
tomorrow
Bernalillo county should send a large delegation of her best citizens, and between elevensatfrom Paso
tne floswell
Hon. W. B. Chllders, the president of our local statehood league, should call Military institute and the A. & M.
that Organization together promptly in order to make the necessary arrange- college at Mesllla Park. The game
ments.
The Bernalillo County Statehood. League Is composed of good sub- will decide he championship of New
stantial business men and citizens of this county and they ought by all means Mexico. onMr. Carlln will return to
Saturday morning.
to lead in the fight for statehood.
It is a duty to ourselves, the territory the city
Just received plain buckwheat
mad jour' governor.
,
ti
flour In bulk, aL:u prepared buck
wheat in packages. Richelieu Gro
A dream by a woman has uncovered a diabolical crime in Oakland, Calcery.
ifornia, but there are a whole lot of married men who know that every time
for the Charity ball, which
a woman dreams there Is a burglar down stairs or that the house is on fire, willTickets
take place in the new bull room
live re Isn't anything In It.
of the Elks' opera house on Thursday evening, are on vale at Alalson's
book store. The hest music . In the
There appears to be some question now as to whether Mrs. Bradley city
has been secured and the dance
knew the difference between right and wrong when she shot former Senator promises
o be a very enjoyable af
Brown.
There aim appears to be some doubt as to whether the sanity ex- fair. The money raised by the dance
perts know the same.
will be used by the ladies of the
(Benevolent associa
in caring for the poor of Albu
Advertisements are appearing in The Citizen for bids for the federal tion
querque.
These
ladles are engaged
building to be erected in this city. The postmaster has the plans and speciin a worthy work and should receive
fications.
This is an opportunity for local contractors.
the universal support of the city.
Some more Kream KUds. Every
Speaker Cannon won't commit himself on statehood for New Mexico, body
likes them. Richelieu Grocery.
but when he does, it la most probable that there won't be any doubt about
Those interestedu in the Sonora
what he means to say.
Mining & Development company as
yet unincorporated, of which A. G.
iFlve dray loads of food and clothing for the Albuquerque poor have O. Cooke, vice president of the Tres
been contributed by the children of the public schools. Don't you wish you Amlgos Gold & Copper company is
the head, will meet tonight to listen
'were poor?
to tne report of Prospector Lewis,
has just returned from a prosThere Is one thing to be thankful for and that Is the sunshine and fine who
pecting tour of four different min
weather of New Mexico tti duys In the year. But that is only ono of many ing
districts in Sonora, Old Mexico.
blessings.
Lewis has a large number of am- ples of silver, t iron, gold and lead
It don't take a man long to decide that hard times have not yet ar- ore. Fifteen Albuquerque men are
rived. If he stands in front ot an Albuquerque store and Just watches turkeys Interested in the venture.
aelllDg at 24 cents a pound.
Thanksgiving; day means a dav to
give thanks. God has so wonderfully
blessed
us as a nation, collectively.
only
way
Is
get
one
to
statehood and that is to work for it. The
There
and as Individuals, personally, .that
Bernalillo County Statehood League ought to be up and doing.
every oue of us should be true to
one
and God and on this
What has become of the Kernallllo County Statehood League?
Lets natal another
day meet together and return
get together and go to the territorial meeting at Santa Fe.
thank. There will be nt St. John's
Episcopal church
a Thanksgiving
The Inland Waterway committee is In session. Is this a new prohibition service for Jut thirty minutes beginning at precisely 10 a. in. There
organization from Kentucky or an irrigation project?
will be a
sermon by the
rector. Rev. Fletcher Cook, a solo
The fact that the president is Mudying nuance doesn't signify anything, by
Roy
Mrs.
McDonald, hymn and
Maybe he Is Just planning his Christmas shopping.
prayers by the congregation. Everybody will be at home with us If they
The Rstancla valley Is in line shape for unother year.
Recent heuvy will come.
Come and let us give
snows assure plenty of moisture in most sections.
thanks for a half hour.
Fletcher
took.
it's all off. John I Sullivan has declared for Roivevelt for third ten
Now where does Corbett stand?
OY.STI.HS I'ltOM
IIU;II- THE
mighty
IiM MHKKT AM)
makk
KHYK,
THY
(lovernor Curry Is going back to Washington to work for statehood. It iknmi KIKM8
I'll EM IX YOlll IIVVkSfilVIMi
certainly looks like statehood.
IIKHI.V STI'FFIXG.
COHXEH
EAST tX).Ii AM) AHNO.
Thus far no remarks have be"ii heard from Dr. Osier regarding Edward
I'aywm Weston's walking trip.
Don't fail to read carefully The
Warner Hardware Co. advertisement
Thu hide of a cow produces about 35 pound of leather; that of a horse in this paper.
abuut IS pounds.
-

6 inch Stove pipe - - -6 inch Stove pipe elbows See

Best Quality
Bear Skin
Cloakings
Red,

$9.50
Yard

Golden Rule
Dry Goods Co.

write-up.-

Albuquerque, N. M.
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CORNER

So tomorrow is Thanksgiving day
again and me without an Invitation
out to dinner. That goes pretty hard
with a fellow who is accustomed to
dining at swell functions every year
at least I suppose it does, not
speaking from experience.
I hinted to the editor this1 morning that last year I had. a tine dinner, all I could hold, and he hinted
right back that this year It might be
all I could do to hold my job, so
I won't oarve hi Thanksgiving turkey. I don't care much though because 1 saw the turkey he's going
to have. A woman sent It In to pay
her subscription with. $ha sajit a
note along with It, like this: "I owe for your paper lx years,
which is just the age of this turkey,
so we ought to be even, as I had to
feed him all the time. He is awful
poor, but so was your paper, and
they could both make more noise
over nothing than anything else I
ever seen. Being an editor, I suppose you will want It roasted, but
tell your wife to boll it a couple of
days first. Please give me a nice

Tan, Grey, also White
at the special low price

X

Trices

THE SPmiT OF THANKSGIVING.

50 inches wide, worth
$3.50 yard. Colors-Na- vy,
Brown,

Our

St. Iouls Spelter Market.
St. Louis. .Nov. 21. Spelter weak.
0.

St. IxniU Wool Market.
St. Louis, Nov. 27. Wool quiet;
unchanged.

New York Metal Market.
New York, Nov. 27. Lead weak,
4. 154(14.20: lake copper, firm, 13Vs
r14; silver 57 He
New York Money Market.
York, .Nov.
J.
Prime mer
cantile paper 8 per cent; money on
call lower S6; ruling rate 6.
tNew

(lucago Produce Market.
Chicago, Nov. Si. Closing:
Wheat Dec. 95 ; May lU3(!ii
4'om Dec. BB; May
Oats Iec. 47 Hi May 51.
Pork Jan. $12.46; May $12.80.
Lard Jan. $7.50; May $7.47 V4.
Hibs Jan. $6.60; May $6.75 Vj.

65.

Kunxiis t'lty
Kansas City, .uv. 27. Cattle receipt 4,000. .Market steady. South-

ern steers I2.50w4.40 southern cowl
$ 1.75 i 3.00;
stockers and feeders
$2.604.25; bulls $2.40(i. 4.00; calves
$3.50 G.B0;
steers $3 25$!'
e.stern
4.25; western cows $2.003.25.
t'lilcuuo I livestock.
4'hlcHKo, .Nov. 27. Cattle receipts
IS. 000. Market steady. Beeves $3.10
(it 6.25; calves
$6.0006.75;
Texans
$3.003.(10: westerns $4.0015.00;
blockers and feeders $2.00(4.15.
Kheep
Market
receipts, 15.000.
steady. Westerns $ 1.75 (i 4.25; yearlings $4.404i5.20;
$4.75
lambs
6.25; westerns $3.75ft 6.10.
New York ,Stcks.
T
... 69
Atchison
;
K0 7
Preferred
New York Central
4i
Pennsylvania
100
Southern Pacific'
614
I'nion Pacific
114.
74
Preferred
Amalgamate
Cupper
23
,
I'. S. S
82
Preferred .,

4n

"

In

the Philippines for the support

Thaw is null to be impatient for

a

spr'e'iy trial.

of the Island

(This hasn't anything to do with
Thanksgiving, but I've always noticed that when anyoody hands a newspaper man a lemon they get awful
sore if he don t write up all about
what a fine luscious peach It was. I
once knew a man who telephoned to
the olilce that he had just finished
beating his wife, and wanted a nice
write-ubut that was different. He
deserved It. So did she.)
The editor told me this morning
to go out and get some "Thanksgiving sentiments" from a few business
men. Now I always had a suspicion
that when you ask most men for
"sentiments" they dig nack in their
memories for a lot of nice platitudes they used to learn in Sunday
school, so I made up my mind to
get the truth and nothing but the
truth.
1 picked out a man carrying a
bucket of paste up Central avenue,
and asked him to tell me what he
had to be thankful for during the
past year. He told me to chase myself around the block but 1 finally
got him to set the paste down and
figure it out. He thought a long
time, and then he asked me what I
had to be thankful for. I confessed
I couldn t think a single thing.
"Haven't you held your Job," he
asked.
"Yes. but I had my wajres cut." I
objected.
That seemed to comfort
him a lot.
"I can't think of a thing kid, honest, that would do to print. I do
remember that my wife left the trap
door In the kitchen open one night,
and I might have fallen into the
cellar and sprained my ankle only
I never go into the kitchen In the
dark."
That was a pretty, bad start, so I
decided I needed a man with more
Imagination. I stopped a lawyer.
Yes!
A man Just
"Thankful?
forty dollars.
I
owed
died that
What's that? Well, of course, 1 mean
I'm thankful he didn't owe me the
forty dollars. Of cour.se you understand I'm not talking for publication. Come up to the office and I'll
dictate you something nice."
The next man I asked said he
would ask his wife. He said she always went to church and was thankful for him. He. didn't look like he
was very thankful for her, though.
The next two men I met tried to
get funny about the price of coal,
but I wasn't looking for people who
weren't in earnest.
Along about noon I came past a
little unpainted shanty, with a genuine old darkey Mammy .ltting on
the front stoop.
I.aw chile, now I
Thankful?
reckon l'se the lhankf ulleiest pus-so- n
You know my boy
in dls town.
Sam he done makln' fouh dollahs

,:--Mir-

i'

w-w-

v

nsnsnarWT-frwTs-

W

Carvers

:

a week now an' dat wuthless Henry
he skip out an' don' pester me no DYE GRANTED JUDGmoh don' had to take In no moh
washin' an' kin jes sit heah all day
an' muss my rheumatlz lak a lady.
MENT AGAINST SAMPSELL
What de good Book say. honey?
Give thangs, don' It? Well. I guess
we all hab some H'l ol' thing to be
thankful foh. I suah Is glad to get Several Divorces are Issued by Judge
shut o' that Henry."
Abbott lleniis Enters Petition
Maybe the platitudes are best, afSeparation.
ter all. Thankfulness seems to depend on the point , of view.
I. A. Dye. of the Rio Grande LumCo., was today granted Judgment
Holp a good cause by buying tick- ber
against B. D. Kampsell for 334.78,
ets from the ladies of tlie
and costs of the suit.
Itenevolciit Association for Interest
Mori toy a Gallegos was totlie tliarlty Ball at Elk
Opera dayCecilia
granted
a divorce from Pedro
House November 28th.
Gallegos on the grounds of abandonand failure to provide. Teresa
Watch for our; announcement on ment
Delowery- - was. granted
a- divorce
Thanksgiving Day. Benham's Indians. .nun
vgunrpu iwiuwery on me grouna
of
y
(Iwj-ltHall. Elks' Opera House,
Frank W. Bemls has filed suit for
Thanksgiving Evening, November 28. divorce
from Jenn'e 8. Bern In, chargA good time In a good cause.
ing abanuonment and desertion.
rt.
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The

Wilson

Music Co.

ESTABLISHED

1

882

Representatives of the Only

PIANO
Everett, Baumewter, Kimball, Harvard,,
Schaeffer, Straube.
'S

p,

THANKGIVING DINNER AT THE HOME RESTAURANT,
207 WEST GOLD AVENUE, WILL BE SERVED FROM 4:30 to

The public len't.

Buying

'

American colleges with an enrollment of more than 3,000

Lund is being set aside

Before

:'

THE CUB'S

t

schouSjl

Holiday Cutlery

8c Joint

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO

For
The Baby

--

18

9cIoint

upon purchasing
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There are
atudents each.

Thanksgiving Sale Cntlery,
Baa Our Blegant Line of
AND

IH-etl-
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HENS

ABOUT TOWN t

.

25Discount

:

Interior Piano Players, Kimball, Marshall, Wendell,
'
:
Sheet Music
Edison Talking Machines
victor Talking Machines
Call and Hear our New. Records.

1

,

Piano Tunin

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVE-NIJ- E
NEXT TO BANK OF
COMUERCC.

At Consistent
Prices

The Lobby

F'ne Wine, Liquors & Cigars

H. H. Samuels, Prop.
115

WeSt Central

AVe.

Free Lunch Day and Night
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N)TICE my
S

kereky given

that

entire stock of
groceries at 22 South Second Street, will
be closed out at cost, beginning Friday,
November 15. This means a saving of
from 20 to 50 per cent, and affords an
opportunity to lay in a winter's supply
of provisions at little more than half price.
Every thing in the stock is in first class
condition, fresh and good. It means economy without privation.
C. N. BRIGHAM
.

WEDNESDAY,

NOV.

evening cmzzs.

MarTQrTKRQUE
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LID A Y GOODS
HO
Keep Watch Our Seven
of

CLUB HOUSE
GOODS WILL
TT-

-

vSug'g'estions

is so appropriate for a Christmas gift
Emerson says the ideal gift is
one in which the. intrinsic value of the article is lost
in the kindly feeling that prompted the giver. Jewelry is a luxury.. It is enduring.
It af folds opportunity ibr'a finer exhibit of taste than almost anything else. During the year we have accumulated a
fine lot of jewelry. Diamonds in all sizes, prices
and settings, rings, studs, brooches, bracelets, cuff
buttons, scarf pins, fobs, watches, chains, necklaces,
cut glass, emblems and everything else that properly
belongs to the jewelry business. Owing to the manner in which we obtain our goods, we CAN SELL

The Busiest Drug House Between Denver and Los Angeles

IB

COHE

asks

A. J. MALOY

.

For

NOTHING

J. H. O'RIELLY CO.

to them the price of their Pullman
fare because they were so disturbed. Miss Coltrane was agreeable to
accepting this money, which amountto
ed
$10.50.
Mr.
Zimmerman
E
brought her a check for the amount
Butter
twice
week
Dairy
Frcth
J
and also a receipt to sign. AIlss Colfrom Matthew' jersey farm.
trane objected to signing the paper
first because the amount she was
at
W
M
to receive rrom the company was referred in the receipt s being In settlement for her "claims" against the
3
E
company. Mr. Zimmerman told her
that this was a mere formal expression used by the company in
2 A Central Avenue
settling up all kinds of accounts
agalpst It and Miss Coltrane signed
the receipt, her niece also signing It
as a witness.
It turned out later
the paper signed by. Miss Col
Foomer Albuquorque School that
trane was one releasing the company
from any further claim for damages
on her part for the injury she had
Says She Was
Teacher
received.
CKXXXX&OOCOOOOOtXXXXXXKXlUU
These facts in the suit were outInjured on Santa Fe.
lined to the Jury by Miss Coltrane's
THANKSGIVING 'PINKER
attorneys when the trial of the Issue
was begun this morning.
AT THE COLUMBUS HOTEL
The takMiss
Ella Coltrane, formerly a ing of testimony In the case followDressing
Turkey with Oyster
school teacher in the Albuquerque ed.
suit
public schools, has brought
Mashed Potatoes Lima Beans
against the Santa Fe railroad comRoast Pig, Sweet Potatoes
injuries
pany
$27,000
she
for
for
Cabbage Salad Cranberry Jelly
says she received while traveling be- PADiLLA IS BROUGHT
Angeles
Cakes
Assorted
tween Albuquerque and Los
Mince Pie
In 1903. The trial of the suit has
Nut
Oranges
Raisins
been begun at Topeka, Kan., and
Dinner, 35 cents.
It,
regarding
the Topeka Journal
U. S.
says:
COLUMBUS HOTEL
"Miss Ella- D. Coltrane's suit to
04 South Second St. '
recover $27,000 damages from the
Atchison, Topeka: & Santa Fe railway company as damages for personal Injuries she suffered as a reher
sult of an accident which-befeCXXXXXXXOCXDCXXXXXXXOOCXXXX)
while1 traveling, was placed on trial
Judge Dana and a Jury Will Have to Answer to Charge
In the district court. There are some
decidedly Interesting features to the
of Violating the
HENRY'S
suit.
'
I
making
Cleaning and Pressing
her
Miss Coltrane
Is
Edmuuds Act.
noma at present In Lawrence, KanWorks
school
sas. In 1H0S she was teaching
M. - During the
at Albuquerque,
Zacarlas Padilla,
wealthy
stock
summer of that year, she and a
The most
friend took a trip to California, and raiser and Justice of the peace ot
cleaning and pressing
were at .Williams, Arizona, en route San Rafael, Valencia county, defendin a sensailonul
divorce suit
for home'When the accident happen- ant
parlors in the city.
brought by his wife, was taken in
ed.
The Pullman, In which they custody
by
deputy
a
United
States
oft
trevCllng,
were
cut
the
been
had
J. A. Gardner, Prop,
yesterday at San Rafael and
first section of No. 2 and left on a marshal
brought
to
Albuquerque to be arsiding at Williams for the purpose raigned
loo-- u
West Silver Ave.
before United States Comof being hooked on to the second
Whiting
missioner
this afternoon on
evenearly
In
was
the
section. This
ing of August 27. While the por- a charge of violating the Edmund's
by
brought
his wife.
ter, was making up their berth Miss act
Is alco unaer bond of $500
Caltrane was standing in the aisle to Padilla
appear
before
a Justice of the
Beeond
car.
one
The
at
end of the
peace In Cubero this week and ansection of No. 2 backed up to hitch swer
to
charge
the
of assault sand
on the Pullman and struck it with
battery with Intent to kill brought
sufficient force to throw Miss Co- against
by
him
Martin
Gabaldon and
considerably
was
6he
ltrane down.
Ortiz, merchants of San
Jarred but able to continue the Jour- Geronimo
as
tight in their
a
Rafael,
a
of
result
ney to Albuquerque.
She did not
Nov. 15, in which Gabaldon
think much or her Injuries and went .'tore
was
stabbed and beaten.
about her work as uxual, but it was
The first charge against
Padilla
not long before she became subject was
y his wife in October.
to spells of nervousness and suffered She brought
brought suit for diwith a pain In the back of her head vorce,afterward
three
which has been continuous ever Padilla naming
of
the complaint
answered
since. She had to give up her school his wife, setting forth
he was a
work In June, 1904. because of her faithful husoand. His that
wife asks for
falling health which she and phy- a division of his property,
which
sicians have attributed to the fall she says Is worth $75,000.
Ko
she
she received in the car.
Has) lUul Record.
brought the suit for' the damages
iMartln Gabaldon and
Geronimo
stated.
Ortiz, who conduct a general store
Shortly after the accident Philip at San Rafael, called at the office of
20
Zimmerman, a claim agent for the District Attorney Clancy Nov.
ARE GETTING FAMOUS
Hanta Fe, and a brother of 8. O. and told of an assault made on them
Zimmerman, the county clerk, called In their store a week previous which
at Albuquerque they said' was led by Padilla, live
on 'Miss Coltrane
and talked over her accident with companions aiding him in the fight.
That's the Kind Your
Oabaldon and Ortiz gave their asexpressed
the opinion that
He
her.
the company would offer her remu- sailants name as Timoteo Torres,
Mother Was
Manuel Sanchez.
neration if she would put in a claim. Casimlro Sanchez.
Torres
Miss Coltrane replied that she did Francisco - Apouaca, Fermln
Tryi
to Make
not think she had been sufficiently and ZacarliK Padilla. They said one
anwas armed with a
hurt to Justify her making a claim.
Mr. Zimmerman then discussed with other with a knife and another with
whip.
a
her
and
she
her some trouble that
In the fight Gabaldon was stabbed
friend had on the Pullman over the
Crlworrlc 9. Hint-e- l
H occupancy of their berth which was In the side and beaten over the head
kunuiui Ul IIIMrtSI
Ortiz was badly
with
the
which
by another person and
1 claimed
told District
beaten. The merchant
1202 East Central
had disturbed their rest for the bet- Attorney
Clancy that Padilla had alter part of a night. He told har that ready
charges
of assault and
the company felt deposed to return battery caused
to be brought against them
in his own court of Justice.
i s
On the advice of Clancy the men
went to Cubero and filed charges of
assault and battery with intent to
kill against Padilla in the Justice of
the peace court there. A warrant
was issued and Padilla arrested' and
placed under bond of $5UU to await
a hearing.
lh-a Little Complaining Himself.
Padilla. In his own court, appointed special officers and sent them to
Gold
he learned of the acCubero w
tion against him by Gabaldon and
mercants arOrtiz und had tne
and
rested on charges of assault
Large, Well Lighted Room
buttery, as a result of the tight in
their store, and had them brought
Prompt, Courteous Service
before him for trial.
Both entered pleas of not guilty.
Music While.YouJEat;
Gabaldon was louud guilty, fined $50
and sentenced to three months in
Patronized by the Best People
Jail. Ortiz wa. arraigned before him
yesterday sflernoon and found guilty, fined $75 and sentenced to three
NumberJOneJMeals
months in Jjil. Of course. Gabaldon
and Ortiz asked for an appeal to
the dUtrlct court.
- J 6 to 9
It was Just after he had passed
Breakfast
Breakfast - - . 25c
sentence on Ortiz that a deputy
Dinner and Supper 35c
United States marshal entered and
12 to 2
Dinner
placed Padilla under arrest on the
warrant sworn to by his wife.
Special Kates by the

P

Christinas

Show Windows

Keeping step with the most progressive Drug House of the
complete line of goods suitable for
Country, we are carrying
Holiday, Wedding, and Annlrcrsary Gifts.
nrllllant Cut Clam,
Dainty Hand Painted China, Rich Iicather Goods, Ialnty IVr-- f
limes In (Hit Glass Bottles, Toilet Seta, Khnving Sets, Tot let Waters,
Brn she. Mirrors and Toilet Articles In single pieces or seta. Handling these goods In large quantities we are able to meet any competition.
N. B. Our Prescription and Prng Departments always In charge
of exiert registered pharmacists.

.

.iff
J
solt yotf exactly. Yo
will find them the best
yotf ever ttsed. Club
House customers never
change.
-

i-

Next to the Postoffice
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n
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Leather Goods, etc.

E. J. STRONG

Newcomer's Old Stand
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Toys, Pictures,

The Entire Stock is Being Sacrificed From 25 Percent to 75 Percent

NOW ON

ST NT

i

Books, Stati- nery,

IS

E

rmt

FOR LESS THAN WHAT OUR COMPETITORS
BUY. Come early and inspect our stock.
Select
what you wish, and we will lay it aside until Christmas. Notice our windows.

mm

1

DAMAGES

The Dining
Room

'blt

Should be the most cheer
ful and attractive room in
the house. Good cheer needs as a fitting accompaniment comfortable furniture and snow white linen
We can supply the furniture in latest patterns and
most artistic designs.

.

We arc showing new style In Buffet", Extension Tables, Cliina
ulosets, Chairs and Rugs. Our prices are the lowest,

Y.A N O W
Phone 452

THANKSGIVING

ALBERT FABER

Central Av&

308-31- 0

W. Central

114

GIVE US A CHANCE
TAX

'

FLOCKING

PAYERS

TO COUNTY

TREA-SORE-

BILL AT

To figure on that bill of lumber.
Our lumber comes from our, own
mills located In the best body of
timber in New Merle.
A large stock of dry sprues
dimension on hand. Why not buy
the best when' It is Just as cheap T
It will pay you to look Into this.

CRYSTAL

IS THE BEST

Rt

OFFICE.

YET
RIO GRANDE LUMBfcH GO.

'

ll

Rush Increase With the
proach of Penalizing
Day.

Ap-

Phono

Mandell's "Dr. Jeckyl and Mr
Hyde" Clever Bit of ,
Acting.

'

Cor. 3rd and Marquette

1907 VICTORY!

:

,b

8.

today-before-

J

'

French

Bakery

Bread and Cakes

os)oeooocooooeoOsK)o

The Home Restaurant
207 West

n

Avenue

h-- 11

to

week or month.

Supper

-

5:30 to 7:30

MRS. M. V. MYERS, Proprietress
ii

Taxpayers are beginning to' flock
to County Treasurer jbieaven'a office
In the basement of the1 court house
in large numbers to pay- - the first installment of their tnxe.i for 1907,
before th allotted time expires and
the penalty Is attached.
All taxes not paid by December 1
btoome delinquent, and" a penalty of
one per cent is attache
Then If
they remain delinquent until after
January I an addltfoaattpenalty of
Ave per cent Is added.
Deputy Treasurer McManus says
the number of taxpaytT" Increases
dally as the time for penalizing delinquents draws near. Every street
car to the court house now carries a
Only two
of taxpayers.
number
more days remain in which to pay
taxes before Dec. 1, Friday and Saturday, as all couhty offices will be
clooed Thanksgiving.
Treasurer Beaven added another
window in his office to care for the
usual; rush of axpayerthls time of
year and there are now two clerks
ready; to receive the taxes all the
With this Improvement-jthtime.
treasurer's otflte has been able to
care for the crowds in a short time
and not keep ,f tre peo pW waiting.

The largest Tuesday nlghtl audi- -'
Five Cash Prizes oot of Six and the Cham
ence Dy far that has assembled
the Crystal theatre since the fair
ptonship of the World Trophy Won by the '
week attended last nlitht and wit
nessed the best vaudeville snow that
has been there lt that time, if not
the best that haa been presente
there since the house's opening. The
remarkable character actor. Richard
Mandell, In his superior creation of
uv. j e Kyi ana Mr Hyde, was. the
great drawing card, and only too
This means that five winning operators out of the six In the Interwell did' he please the large crowd
nationa) Typewriting Contest for the Championship of the World at
that he attracted, but all who were
Madison Square Garden, October IT, 1907, u.d the Underwood Typepresent were mighty glad that they
writers.
Miss R. L." Fritz, who used an Underwood Typewriter, won
came and enjoyed and applauded
and broke all previous world records.
the whole from start to finish.
the sliver cup, emblematic of the championship of the civilized world,
Cutter and Elwood do a nice clean
comedy sketch at the beginning of
Here is the record which tells Its own ftory of the excellence of the
'
the bill, which is varied by three
Underwood Typewriter:
splendid singing, selections and
Total
Total Pen- - Net Net speed"
few minutes of clever
fancy rifle
Name
Machine written
errors alty words per mln.
shooting by Miss Elma Elwood. Mr.
1st Miss R. Ii. Fritz
81
405
I'lidcrwooil 5S1S
5314
87
Scout sings an illustrated ballad that
2d Mr. 11. O. Rlaiwlcii t'ndcrwood
A720
148
740.
4HO
83
will touch every parent who comes
lid .Mr. E. A. Trerzger Ihiiiliigton
4
5153
470
within his hearing it Is called "And
46H3 .v 78
a Little Child rihall Lead Them."
ttiiMlKM W.M.Matthews Underwood 4010
7S0
153
4150 .
M.me. Laset'te's dog and bird cir
191
170
5th Mr. IV11I .Milliter1 Underwood ' 4543
3573
60
cus Is the prettiest thing that has
Htli MiMH I,, v. Bruorton Underwood
4402
175
870
ss
325T .
appeared upon the local stage. Both
the half dozen French poodles and
Boston
Dully
From the
Advertiser, Saturday, October 19, 1907: '
know
ditto of Australian eocatoo
Mfcw Roe I j. Fritz Broke All Records.
their business and furnish fine aman
On
Typewriter
Underwood
she writes 97 words a minute for 80
usement. This should be a great
J J '
minutes.
drawing card among the children.
MASONS PROVE TO
Some new genius in getting up funMadison Square Garden, N. T., Oct. 18. In a contest against time,
ny moving pictures
is displayed In
blind folded, tonight. Miss Rose L. Frits, who last night won the world's
series called "Jones Hunting for
speed championship, on an Underwood Typewriter, wrote 97 words per
BE ROYAL ENTERTAINERS the
Smith."
' ,
mlnu;e for 30 minutes, breaking all records.
Mandell's phycologlcal study of
Jekyll and llde transpires just bepictures and is
More than two hundred people fore the moving
twice the. admission. Everyone
were present last night at the recep- wsrth
see
Is
to
this beastly but
anxious
1622 Welt on Street
Denver, Colorado
tion given to the ladles by Temple
lodge No. 6, Ancient Free and Ac- artistic characterization.
cepted Masons, at the Masonic TemPalmer for feed, that's the place
ple, which proved one of the most
brilliant and enjoyable Masonic so- to trade.
cial afflrs.
An interesting
musical program HACK FARES HAVE
NOT BEE-- RAISED.
was rendered, one of the features being the Initial appearance
of the
Oakey Clifford, owner of one of
AMERICAN BLOCK.
High School Glee club composed of the finest hack lines In the city, says
CEIUUXiLOS LUMP.
twenty young women, who have been that he has not raised hack fare.
trained by Miss Carolyn Htrong, directress of music in the public
WORMS.
schools. "I Iove the Winter Best
There, are
kinds of round
of All," was the first number.
The norms found wvcii
In
Hitetlnei of a
Furnace,
club was encored again and again. horse. Some are tlie
nnall hut some) of
Mixed.
llr. J. O. Holln, pastor of the tlieiu grow to a length
over three
of
First Methodist church, was the t and enter the. Htimiaeli and are
Nat.
speaker of the evening. Ha endeav- very Injurious.
CLEAV GAS COKE.
Worms are Indiored to explain "Why a woman can't cated by a ravenous
SMITHING COAL.
apctite, dry
T. i
Maynard. the hair ami a
be a Mason.
NATIVE KINDLING.
lotseen,belly. A yellowish
basso, sang "A Man O' Mars Man." mould
FOR
lie
CASH ONLY.
will
anus.
around
tin
Miss Kunz gave a recitation, "The W hen they get Into tlie stomach, Uie
Dream of Mrs. Mehltable Bird"; horse will turn up his upper lip and
Miss OdJ.trd gave a violin solo; J. rub them against the wall or uiung-e- r.
A. Blondln a cello solo; Misses Zola
"International Worm Powder"
.N'eher and Viola Bltieher, members Is positively
guaranteed to rid your
TELEPHONE SI.
of the glee club, a duet; Mr. Kurz-rna- n home of worms and
lorrect the disa whistling solo, and Mr. and ordered condition of the
syom that
Mrs. Grady a cornet duet.
tendat to prisluivi them.
If It ever
your money will lie promptly
fall
The
Benevolent As- refunded. E. W. Fee, flOJ-O- t
(South
sociation will give a charity ball on First street. I'Ikiiio IS.
surely when there Is plenty of roast
Thanksgiving evening In the bnll
turkey and mince or pumpkin pies
room of the Elks' club. The public
our
announcement on
Watch for
You surely will be
is cordially Invited.
Thanksgiving Day. lienham's Indians. for everybody.
thankful when you see our splendid
array of Thanksgiving
pies and
OSXDSXD
000$000OS)0OSkOOS)00
cakes. Mince Dies and pumpkin pies
Gal.ani76d Cornices, Sky
such as mother never could make.
Leave your order early for a thick,
Lights, Stock
luscious mince or pumpkin pie.
1
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Underwood Typewriter Co.

.

COA L

ANTHRACITE

.

WOOD

Something to
be Thankful For W. II,

& GO.

IIAHN

C. F. Allen

Join Our Club
By It

and pre

rule,

we will clean
Four Suit and One

Pioneer Bakery,

overcoat for you each month

ONLY

VOIT

AR.NO.

Typewriter

,

k

1HVT WANT IOl LTRY
IF
THAN KMilli.Mi. tiiv om;
1ROllt
ItllAMS.
EVERYTHING

MEAT MARKET MIOl 1.1) CAR.
ON
RY YOl' una,
Ollt
MARSLABS.
THE 11IGIIIAM
KET, COR-NEJ- t
EA.ST COAL AMI

Underwood

.

Hl)

W.

ror

$2.00

Much Experience

OF
A

r

1

207 South First

P. MATTEUCCI

ONLY

Work First

Clan

Montezuma Cleaning and Pressing Co.
Phone 1 1 OS
210 Wet bold
S3 OSX3SK
SK3tK)SKOSK)IKKOOSX50OS)0
Prop.
E. KEihEIt.

St

SHOE

STORE

AND

REPAIRS

Green Front
105 North First Street

iF'i
General

and Storage

Tanks,

II

H 0 1

Furnaces,

Air

Roofing,
Guttering, etc.
d

Jobbing

305 West Gold
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POPE CRITICISES

Y

PERSONS HAD

1

T

IB

THIS

TOO LATE

KVT.prmo

BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

R

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVEHY rROrER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

CITY

Elected by Too Much Serious Kidney and While Some Times They Have
Something Good. More
Bladder Trouble
Catholic Votes Not True
Often They Are Bluffing.
to Trust.
Here Now.
A

sriisattnn

Take care of backache.

of

A

(Treat

seems to
sentatives In parliament
tiave made any effort to help the
church. The condition disturbed the
Vatican authorities, for while they
were (clad, to have representatives In
the French parliament, they looked
for tome activity on their part. Hut '
the impression has gained ground at
the Vatican that neither of these rep
resentatives made any effort to protect the interests of the church In
France, and the pope is much disturbed. A short time ago Abbe
wu denounced In several English and American Catholic papers
for his policy In the French parliament, and this publication has now
been followed by a formal reprimand
by the pope.
It is believed here that the pope'
censure will cost the two clerical
members of the French parliament
tbelr seats at the next election. In
Vatican circles It Is frankly held that
there Is little use in having priests as
members of parliament, when such
laws as that abolishing the concor-W- t
can pass without their opposition.
It is held to be probable that both
priests will be deprived of their
priestly function by a decree from
the Vatican. In such aanycase they
influence
could no longer wield
over Catholic voters and would have
to resign positions. Plus X. is very
firm about the matter and will carry
It to a conclusion, because he thinks
the church invested
that a priest of
with political powers ought to be actn
furthering the interests of the
tive
church and In defending It against its
enemies.
Pope Honors Coihimhw.
The pope expressed himself as having: enjoyed an unusual treat a. few
days ago, when Abbe Pero-'l-,
the
famous composer, went to the Vatican
at the special invttation of Pius X.
and played several elections from
his new compositions, the oratorio
"Transltus Anima," or "The Passage
of the Soul." The pope was exceedingly pleased with the moslc and arrangements have already been made
for a rendition of the oratorio in one
of the leading theatres of this city.
the opinion at the Vatican that
It Is new
work is the best that .Abbe
this
lerosI has yet produced. The music
has an emotional character and seems
certain ta meet with popular approval.
Special Instructions have just been
issued by the Vatican authorities in
order to provide for the support of,
the church In France. According to
the Vatican decree every French
Catholic will hereafter be under ob-- 1
something
ligation to contribute
every year for the support of the
expenses
necessary
of
priest and the
worship. For a long time the Vatican authorities have been seeking to
find a remedy for the troubles of the
church in France, which, when all Is
said and done, are more of a financial than a religious character. Hundreds of priests deprived by the law
the support of the
of separation from turn
to the traoes
late have had to
for a livelihood. The situation could
accepted
at the Vatican, and
not be
the order just issued, will providema-in
lodging for
any measure food andmaking
It unnecFrench nrlests,
essary for them to take up secular
pursuits.
It was felt in church cirby
cles here that such action, takencompriests,
a number of French
promised the dignity of the church,
and therefore this order to French
Catholics has been Issued and they
re now to oe looked to for the sup-po- rt
of the clergy and the church.
Le-ino- re

kidneys and bladder.
The following prescription, while,
simple, harmless and Inexpensive, Is
known and recognized as a sovereign
remedy for kidney complaint.
The
ingredients can be obtained at any
good
prescription
pharamaey
and
anyone can mix them:
Compound
Kargon, one ounce; Fluid Kxtract
ounce; ComUandellon, one-ha- lf
pound Pyrup Sarsaparllla, three ounces. Shake v. ell in a bottle and take
in teaspoonful dose. after each meal
and at bedtime.
This preparation in nald, to restore
the natural function of the kidneys,
so they will sifa and strain the poisonous waste matter, uric acid, etc.,
from the blood, purifying It and relieving rheumatism.
Backache will
be relieved the urine will be neutralized and cleared and no longer a
cause of irritation, thereby overcoming such symptoms as weak bladder,
painful, frequent and other urinary
difficulties.
may
This Is worth trying and
prove just what many people here
need.
CHICAGO

AND NEW
ORLEANS

ARE

DRY

Saloon Kpoikts In IlUi Plnrm
tempt to Make I .aw Appear
,
RkliculouH

At-

New Orleans, La., Nov. 27. With
"dry" .New Orleans as the aim of
prohibitionists, and a "reformed"
New Orleans as the object of saloon
keepers, a crusade reflecting the prohibition movement in other parts of
the south has begun here. Ministers
in nearly all churches devoted part
of their sermons to appeals for prohibition of the liquor traffic.
The announced plana of Influential
liquor dealers Is first to force the
resignation from the Louisiana Liquor League of objectionable members, and, second, to petition the city
council to close up the saloons of
such retired members.
especially
The closing of dives,
negro rexorts, U one of the objects
of the liquor dealers. Another Is to
create
where
such surroundings
drinks are sold as will minimize
drunkenness and violence.
I Id Evidence Sought In Chlcasro.
Chicago, III.. Nov. 27. Nov. 27.
Some 200 volunteer detectives of the
subsidiary organizations of the Chicago Law and Order League visited
aloons In Chicago Sunday in an en
deavor to obtain evidence that the
Sunday closing law of Illinois was
being violated.
The action is In furtherance or a
campaign inaugurated by the league
after the successful election strug
gles for local option waged In seven
teen counties of the state earlier In
the month. The evidence collected
today. It is announced, will be pre
sented to the grand jury or cook
county.
a

"You know In mining, as In all
other walks of life, one meets with
a certain class of people that It's a
wast or time to pay any attention to."
said S. K. Uehrend, a mining promoter of Denver. In the lobby of the Alvarado. "Some call them fools, but
I think most of them are Just plain
one or them, a bluffer.
niuners.
caused me to make a will o'the wisp
to
irip
Ainuquerque once that I shall
never forget.
I ought to have known
-- iter,
but
when I first met him I picked him
out as the proverbially luckv fool.
you know some fools are very lucky,
especially so In mining. But I was
wrong. He was a bluffer, the kind
'.hat talk in millions and really live
In a state bordering on penury.
It was in the Brown Palace at
Denver where I first met him. 1 was
favorably Impressed with his appear
ance and his Intelligent discussion on
the subject of uranium, thorium
and radium, with which I was not
very familiar. I knew, of the fabulous value of radium and that it
was extracted from
uranium and
kindred substances.
After Radium.
"I knew there were traces of ura
nium In western Colorado and- I had
heard there were traces of it in New
Mexico.
i never forgot my friend
when one day 1 chanced to meet him
again in the nrown Palace.
We
talked of radium and he grew enthusiastic In his discussion of it, telling of the vast wealth that would
come to the man who would unearth
a bed of uranium that would run a
percentage of uranium
reasonable
oxide from which radium Is extract
ed.
"Then he grew confidential. He
told me he knew where there was
enough uranium of sufficiently good
grade to supply the world's market
lor radium. 1 thought of the
price of radium something
like seven or eight million a pound
and I scoffed at his statements.
But he .seemed so sincere that I
decided that he was the luckiest dog
i ever met.
"But it looked kind of queer to me
and I wanted some more proof. He
seemed familiar with the process of
extracting the ra.ium, which he ex
plained fully to me and offered to
show me a small puantlty of radium
wnich he said he had extracted from
uranium brought from his own findfau-ulo-

ing.

us

Cream

Made from grape Cream of Tartar; absolutely free from alum,

.

SIrongest;purcst,Tmost economical
and hcallhful of leavening agenfs

W. 8. S TRICK Lint,
Vice President

the location of .his finding
when I pinned him down to It arid
offered, to float his proposition If it
proved valuable.
"He probably; lives in some hall
bed room and eats at a cheap restaurant, his 'bread and butter' of life
being the few hours he mingles with
wealth In the lobby of a first class
hotel, putting up the bluff of being a
man of the world and of wealth himself And there quite a number of
such fellows too.
"I am on my way to Arizona now
to meet an old prospector who has
a few holeH In the ground he wants
to sell. He says there Is gold In them
and I believe there Is some there myself.
But he has one characteristic
of the man I Ju.t described to you
he likes to talk in millions.
"He offers his property to me for
two millions of dollars and I well
I am going to offer him just $20,00u
for It, I am not taking these fellows
who talk In millions so seriously any
more. At the same time the moral

to alt this Is: That now and then
one of tho.e fellows really has a big
proposition."
XOTICE TO CREDITORS.
Territory of New Mexico. County of
Bernalillo, In the Probate Court.
In re Estate of William Hart, Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned, Mattle Hart, was by
the said court appointed executrix
under the will of William Hart, deceased, on November 4, 1907. and
all persons having
claims against
said estate are hereby notified to
present the same within the time
prescribed by law.
MATTIE HART.
Executrix under the Last Will and
Testament of William Hart.
(First Pub. Nov. 14.)
DeWltt's Carbollzed Witch Hazel
Salve Is healing and soothing. Good
for piles. Sold by J. H. O'Rielly.
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Had tlie Real Stuff.
"He must have got the radium
from the Curie's In Paris, for it was SURE-FIR- E
fl
5
real radium, I took particular pains
to nnd tnat out. H was a physician
HARD-HITTI- NG
and said he waa experienced wlt.
the radium in the treatment of skin
' A MONG all the different
diseases and was meeting with success in his treatments.
He used It
.22 cartridges there Is one
in a tube and placed the tube over
the part of the skin affected a few
.1 best
I
U. M. C. If you see U on their
minutes at each treatment.
The cubject sort of engrossed my
will know they are U. M. C. cartridges
you
attention for the next few days and I
Try them and you will find them
decided that if the fellow leaked the
location of this wonderful find I
accurate
powertui.
and
whetner your rule Is
Investigate
It thoroughly.
would
-- e
toia me he was in correspond
savage,
or wmcnesier,
iviarun
ence with eastern parties who were
going to float the venture for him. I
will
fit.
arcemingxon,
told him that If he would let me Investigate it and If I found it as he
Write for free targets.
said It was I would only too gladly
METALLIC
UNION
THE
CAITllDCE COMrAHT.
Iriifowl. boa,
secure the necessary capital for the
Ateney, til Broadway, Kw York City.
venture.
He held back, but while
never refraining from speaking of
the millions that would soon be his.
"But the time came when he did
leak the information.
I told him
his eastern friends had done nothing
since I had known him and that if
It was as caluaule as he said It was
t THAT THE FISH TRADE MARK 18 OH THE WRAPPER. TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE.
It ought to be worked. He hesitated.
I had him in a corner as it were
but
Don't
OZOMULSIOIM
lie Fought at neuysburff.
I held him there until he divulgWait until
Tat CM LUtr Oil Eaalttea Par Eictlksc '
David Parker, of Fayette, N. T., and
.
ed
information.
the
Go to your Druggist
-- Alfl
who lost a' foot at Gettysburg, writes:
GUARANTEED n4tr tit Fto4
Found It While Hunting.
Draft
I
Electric Bitters have done me more
JSI 111 I
f.
"He had been on a hunting trip
good than any medicine I ever took.
Ann
gel
bedown
New
in
Mexico
he
said
and
years
I had stomach
For several
Bottle
IS LIFE WORTH LIVINO?
interested in mining he had prostrouble, and paid ouc much money ing
oi
pected around a little and found this.
YES!
for medicine to little purpose, until He
place. It was not bo
began taking Electric Bitters. I verydescribed the Albuquerque,
organs of the Body are
When
all
the
and I
far from
M
would not take J 500 for what they
in the enjoyment of Perfect Hesiib.
H
decided to come down to Albuquerdone for me." Grand tonic for que
is most essential in giving
Remember we carry a full line of have
investigate.
I
arrived
and
here
i
II Ss
Tiir rnnn theWhat
Body strength and preserving
the aged and for female weakness. and spent the night, taking a train
Dolgevllle felt
the celebrated
body
builder;
Great alterative and
Henlth ?
for men. women and children. sure
next day for a point closer to
am
I
cure for lame back and weak the
OZOMULSION
because in
and most kidneys.
They are the daintiest
the ground. There I got a horse and
by
drug
THAT
all
Guaranteed
obtained it is a
comfortable house shoes on the gists. 50c.
started for the finding. His descripOZOMULSION
builds
a Tower
or
plain
colored,
or
tion was accurate; I found It and
market. Black
-rnnn of Strength on a Graniteup Base
of
Prices range
puttered around a little taking samwith fur trimmings.
Health. There is a pound of strength
ples.
from 7Rc to $1.50. C. May's Shoe "THE MAYOR OF TOKIO,"
eery
in
ounce
of
Oomulsion.
"Back to Denver I went with my
Store, tit West Central avenue.
OZOMULSION' is Chemically and
samples and awaited anxiously for
Physiologically
fitted
to give new
report.
see
assayer'a
A
I
KRCTRKD
FIVE
the
ITAVK
didn't
T.
elements of life to the Blood. Wi.'u
2
the doctor, he wasnt around at his
n4JCK OF TURKKYS FOK-THmany
persons,
many
in
cases, it
and
old maunts and I learned that he had
TKADK. ALIj OF
THAN KSUI VIS
is not so much a question of Disease
VOMR
moved his office, of course I didn't
AND YOUNG.
Til MM FAT
as of exhnustion and waste.
expect the kind of a report he raid
K.AItLY AND GITT T1IK PICK OF
Carle's gorgeous comedy I would get, but I expected some
OZOMULSION recuptrates and
Till; HIGHLAND hit.Richard
IMK FtiOOK.
"Mayor
Toklo,"
be
will
of
the
repiirs the wiste.
thing good. Well there was a trace
M ARKKT.
CORNER EAST COAL seen here on next Monday.
my
OZOMULSION
increases your
suon
samples
It
In
of
found
of
AND ARNO.
John L. Kearney U the leading insignificance that I felt like kicking
capicity for enjoying all the good
AOe. and One i Millar.
Two
Mzm
great
Is
a
lavorite myself for having bothered
and
things of earth that
the
91 A IR DRESSER ATTD CHIROPO- - comedian
wherever he goes from Atlantic to chemist with the stuff.
OEOMVLMON
LABORATORIES MAKES LIFE WORTH LIVINQ.
DMT.
assumes
the
He
my
character
Pacific.
York.
648
permitted
St.
Pearl
I
"The
millions
had
Mrs. BamWnl, at her parlors oppo- of Marcus Orlando Kidder and creto dream about vanished too
site the Alvarado and next door to ates no end of laughter with tils clev- self
my comfort. I was In no
quick
Sturges' cafe, Is prepared to Klve er Impersonation of the stranded mood for
the doctor, who had
thorough scalp treatment, do hair theatrical manager. The "Mayor of boosted totomeet
me about tne matter.
stressing, treat corns, bunions and In Toklo" is proving a musical comedy
H was a .bluff and he did It pretty
being. In well
She gives massage of unusual attractiveness
arrowing nails.
In a pretty convincing man
Mra many respects, one of the brightest hit, and
treatment and manicuring.
but it seemed like It wu all for
seen
will
be
own
DreDaration of com' pieces of lis kind that
Himblnl'i
his own umusement. 1 didn't look
tlexlon cream builds up the skin and here this season.
for him, 1 concentrated my mind
Improves the complexion, and U
more on my work and tried to for
get the incident.
uaranteed not to be Injurious. Sh
A Good Liniment.
cures
When you need a good reliable
The loctor Came Rack.
also prepares a hair tonic that
Pain
"But a year laterwhile sitting In
and- prevents oanarun ana nair tan liniment try Chamberlain's
Ina- out: restores life to dead hair
Balm. It has no superior for sprains the lobby of the Brown Palace
removes moles, warts and superfluous and swellings. A piece of flannel caught stray tilts of a conversation
Pain from a party of two who were sitting
liair. Massage treatment by vibrator slightened dampened with
For any blemish of the Balm is superior to a plaster for behind me and seemed to be engaged
machines.
EEN business men have
face, call and consult Mra Bambini lame back or pains In the side or la a very confidential talk. "There's
chest. It also relieves rheumatic a million in It.' 'we've got Curie
posought
to
sleep
rest
busted,'
'radium, why man
and
for years been enthusiWatch fer our announcement on pains and makes
supply the world for years to come,'
Thanksgiving Day. Benham's Indians, sible. For sale by all druggists.
were some of the stray bits of talk
astic wearers of
mat my ears caught.
"1 observed closely
speaker
the
He was well dressed, had the appear
Hiice of prosperity, but ha was my
friend of radium fame. lie saw me
ills face hushed, he talked a few
minutes wlih his companion then ex- Mr.
cused himself ami hastily departed
through a side door to the street.
"1 think I've got him In the right
clans at
He Uvea on bluff, talks
millions, puts up a prosperous appearance, mingles with men of wealth
In the haunts of wealthy men, but
lirobably never has more than ten
l
A
CURE
OHE
TO
QVEH
COLO
DAf.
dollars in his pocket at a time and
lit
WOrLD
USED THE
little more In this bank If any at all
He talks of mines, sometimes "his
inli.es,' and Boldom says anything un
Cmntrsl Avenum
121
ai..va remember the full name. Look
less there Is 'millions' In it. He real
ly doesn't like to be believed, as re
for this signature on every box
member in my case he hesitated to
-

S7. 1M7.

WITH AMFTJ2 MEANS
FACILITIES

CAPITAL

the week In Home ha been the repri- many case of kidney complaint are
mand of the pope directed toward reported about here, alo bladder
certain French priests, like Abbes trouble and rheumatism.
An authority once stated that pain
and Unyraul, who are members of parliament, elected by Oith-ll- c In the back, loins or region of the
votes, but who have done little kidneys la the danger signal nature
hangs out to notify the sufferer that
or nothing to check the tl.ie of
Catholic voters believed there Is something wrong with the
that the election of priests to parlia- kidneys, which should receive Immement would help the church, hut such diate attention. Only vegetable treathus.not been the result. When the ment should be administered and abreparation law was discussed last solutely no rtrongly alcoholic patent
year neither of the Catholic repre- medicines, which are harmful to the
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GOING TO CALIFORNIA?
Good! Let us plan your trip

The Santa Fe has three trains
Each day-th- ey
carry the best
Equipment-HARVE- Y
meals are
Served. You can leave today
And you're there tomorrow. The
Fare is low, Los Angeles only
Fifty dollars round trip. Ask
Us for information, we will make
Your trip one long to be remembered-Eve- ry
comfort will be yours. Beau-Tifdescriptive literature free.
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"Bromo Quinine"

That Is
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Bromo Quinine

we

SHOESJor MEN

Ia--- t.

$3SO

s.n Wm.
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T. E. PURDY,

ts

AGENT

Boly-Buillc- r.

$400 $500

Chaplin

A. T. & S. F. C.
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.WHEN YOU WANT

MONEY
CAREFULLY LOOKED AFTER
DEPOSIT YOUR FUNDS IN THE

STATE NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE
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The St. Elmo
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Finest Whiskies
Wines, Brandies. Elc.
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CRYSTAL THEATRE PRESIDENT
V. R. ORENDORFF, Mgr.
120 W. Gold Avenue

f S NEW

Polite Vaudeville for Ladles, Gentle'
men and Children.
Commencing

Monday, November

MR. RICHARD

Presenting

CLASSIFIBD ADS

ILL

15

MANDELL

and Mr.

CUTLER AND ELW00D
Comedy Sketch Artists.
M'ME. LAZETTE
And Her Australian Cockatoos and
Trained Poodle.
Latest Moving Pictures
Ladles Matinees Tuesday and Friday
Children's Mat in era Saturday.

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

Saturday, Nov. 30
21 Years Crowded

Everyw liero

Hour

lronounced

liave

Peck's
Bad Boy

Democrats Will Support Aleas
lire It Is Sald-Co- m
mlttees Busy.
Washington, Nov. 27. Though the
president In his coming message will
urge the enactment of a new shlp-nl- n
bill. Senator Oalllnger will introduce, in the senate, the measure
which will have the cordial support
of the administration and it will he
Introduced, simultaneously.
In the
house.
"There will be a determlnd efTort
Ir. the new congress to secure some
positive legislation for the upbuilding of the merchant
marine," said
Senator Oalllnger.
"It will be remembered that the enactment of a
bill designed to rehabilitate the American merchant marine was defeated in the closing hours of the last
congress only by a partisan filibuster
in the senate.
The leader of the
e
has now passed Into
prl-W-

life.

WANTED

FOR RENT
house furnish- eg.
Apply 70$ Slate avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished
rooms for
light housekeeping.
Apply at 10
tjoai
avenue.
vmh
FOR RENT Nlcs room and board
at 616 Bast Centra avenue, best
m tne city; prices reasonable
FOR RKNT- - House, 6 rooms, cor
ner Central avenue and Hill street.
To a permanent tenant $11
per
month. Applv to J. F. Luthv.
FOh RENT Furnished rooms for
light housekeeping, also bed rooms,
Cheapest rates in the city. Minne
apolis, 624 South Second street. A.

WANTED Washing to do at home.
1201 South Broadway.
Wanted Backs at Hahn's coal
yard.
W A NTED To buy, delivery
horseT
c ull at J25 South Second Street.
V
ANTED To keep piano lor wln-te- r,
good parties, will pay dray- age, inis ornce,
WANTED To make your hat and
suit look like new. In the car, west
Gold avenue. Phone 680.
WANTED Plain sewing to do. Call
or a (Id res Miss Olrard, 100 North
Broadway, Albuquerque.
goods, second
WANTED Gents'
hand clothing, shoes and hats at
616 South First street, south
of
viaduct. R. J. Sweeney,
t,
WANTED Books to audit or
bookkeeping or office systems
to open, books to keep evenings
Much experience. Address, D. S.

T.

revore.

"It

v.

lTMfT

'

side-splitti-

cor-rec-

Elks' Opera House

WANTED Ladle desiring new tall
styles In millinery to call on Miss
Crane, 612 North Second street
FOR HALE Handsome five year old
Millinery
and dressmaking parlors.
horse, new buggy and harness at
Also arrorenttcea wanted.
Phone
a bargain. Phone 1S03. or 1482.
44.
,
FOR
modern V.NTFJ JOB By boy
mtml on a
brick cottage, 4th ward. Cheap for
lowa farm, who is attending' night
a few days. P. O. Box 218.
wants day work.
w4iol
lionet,
FOH SALE Home baking, taffies,
reliable nnd not afraid of work.
jellies, etc. 109 E. Coal. Mrs..C. W.
AcUlrews, Jim, Uilx ofllcc.
Fineron.
WANTED Able bodied, unmarried
FOR SALE: Standard
bred collie
men, between ages of 21 and 35;
pups. None finer In the territory.
clthcens of United States, of good
402 South Edith street.
Wm. Bel-de- n.
character and temperate habits,
who can speak, read and write
Nine-rooFOR SALE
English. For Information apply to
modern,
brick dwelling, best location In
Recruiting Officer, 201 E. Central
city. A. Fleischer,
212
South
Ave., Albuquerque, New, Mexico.
Second street.
FOR SALE Ten pounds extracted
honey for $1; 60 pound can for $5.
LOST
FOUND
Order by postal. W. P. Allen, P. O.
Box 202, Albuquerque. N. M
A 1967 TJ. N. M. class jItl
FOR SALE $700.
shingle LOST
Return to 2W South High.
roof, adobe dwelling. N. Fourth
two opal eyes.
.'street. A. Fleischer, 212H South LOST Fly atlck-pi"Second street.
Retom to Mrs. Jacob Kerber.
containing
Pocketbook
FOR SALE CHEAP Tumbling pig- FOUND
$1.07 and key. Owner,, call
at
eons and homing pigeons. All
key
Beaven's coal offloe, describe
leaving
stock. . Jartle
'
town. 702 North Fifth street
and pay for this notice..
FOR SALE cneap, a complete bed
room suite, including
wardrobe,
MONEY TO LOAN
chiffonier and couch, also library
table and kitchen range. Call 702
North Fifth street.
Money to loan at 8 per cent on
good real estate security. P. O. Box
DONT WAIT.
21S.
SALE-Four-room-

and
n;

thor-:ughbr- ad

--

The Mayor
of Tokio
People

John L. Kearney

An-ner-

Foster-AIIlbur-

-

w

Children Like

It

ar

g

MONEY to LOAN
On

Formula
Henry
by Mrs.
Recommended
Symes, to develop the bust from 4
to C Inches.
Guaranteed to be made from the
true Oalega Extract. Is perfectly
hat miens.
The Vaucalre Formula la a general
tonic, but It has a specific effect upen
the bust. Price 75 omits. For sale by

Highland Pharmacy and
Pharmacy

Al-vara-

do

NOTICE KOlt PUBLICATION.
Department
of tha Interior, Land
Office at Santa. Fe, N. M., Nov. 14.
Notice la hereby given tkat Juan
Chaves y Oonzales, of Valencia, N.
M., has filed notice of his Intention
proof In supto make final five-yeport of his claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No. 7i5, made Dec. 26, 161,
for the NEU, Section 33, Township
3N., Range HE., and that said proof
will be made before Jesus M. Luna,
probate clerk, at Loa Lunaa, N. M..

Homeopathic

Physician and Surgeon
Occidental Life Building.
Telephone, 884.

Furniture, Pianos, Organs Horses.

Wagons and other Chattels also on
DR. F. J. PATOHIN.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low aa $10 and as high as
Physician and Surgeon.
$200. Loans are quickly made and
Office over Venn Drug Store,
e
strictly private.
Time: One month
to one year given. Uoods remain In
hours to 19 a. m., to 6, and
your possession. Our rates are reas- 7 to 8 p. m. Phones, office 441, resionable. Call and see us before bor- dence 695.
rowing.
DR. R. Ii. HUST
TllE HOUSEHOLD IOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
Physician and Surgeon
parts of the world.
1, If, T. Anmjo Bonding.
Rooms I
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
303 H West Railroad Ave.
DR. SOLOMON L. BURTON.
IMUVATE OFFICES
Physician and Sorgeon.
Open Evenings.
Highland office. 410 South Walter
street. Phone 1030.
DBS. BRONSON

ESTATE BARGAINS

REAL

Homeopathlo

FOR SALE.
Six room house. West New

York avenue
4 room abohc. Iron roof, lot
90x4O, Mountain road,
near car Una
5 room cement house, Srd
ward
4 room frame, corner lot,
3rd ward
8 room frame, S lout, close
in
ft room brick, modem, cor- unr lot, and ward
5 room frame, 4th ward,
corner
Three room brick. Fourth
ward
Ono of the swellest residences) in town
Six room
brick, modern,
close in
Seven room brick, mod'

ern
Ranches from two to 00
crea.
Lots in all parts of town.
alfalfa ranch within a few blocks of tne
Mtreet car line
alfalfa ranch Hve
mllea north of town 965
'
per acre.

2&O0

I0
S.OOfl

1,104)

2,M)
1,&0

1,408

In

BLANKETS

t,2SO
S.MH)

4,500

FOR RENT.
Ifoasea from I w I rooms.
Money to loan tn sums to sort

A. MONTOYA

BARC.UVSIX REAL ESTATE
brick, modern.
2,160
11 room brink modern 10,000
1,200
frame, modern
ii brick, modern S.20O
f m m. mnHem 8,600
brick storeroom
3,000
1
store building, good

North
Albuquerque,

.

Second

-

Me

LADIES' TAILORING
And DRESSMAKINC
Mimm CRANB
. Mew
--

ranch, under
iiitcn
Best Paying hotel busi
ness in city, cam.

7,500

e

,400
1.800

LIVERY, BALK, FEED AN ay
TRAN8FER STABLES.
Horses sad Males Bought and
changed.
BEST TOURNOUTS IN THB C1T
second bit set, between Railroad
Copper Arenas.

w

Thos. F. Keleber

LAWYERS

408

Jof

2nd

Strtt

Moat Market

IRA M. BOND
All Kinds of Fresh and MUt
Attorney at Law.
Steam aosage Factory.
IUJENWORT '
Pensions, Land Patents, Copyrights, Masonlo tuuii
Building. North TUI-- d Vti ssr
Caveats, Letter Patents, Trade
Marks. Claim.
89 F. street, N. M. Washington, D. C. GxixxiziuxixinixiirxxxxH

HOME

THOS. K. D. MADDISON
Attorney --at- La w.
Office with W. B. Chtlders,
117 West Gold Avenne.

OUTFITTERS

INSURANCE

Necessary for

'

Housekeeping

B, A. SLEYSTER

Insurance, Real Extate, Notary
Publkv
Room 13 snd 14, Cromwell Block,
AiDuquerque, n. M. I"Tone iss
Fire Insurance.
Secretarv Mutual Bnlldlng Assoctatloa
317 west Central Avenue.

FRENCH ft ADAMS
UNDERTAKERS.
Embalming a Secrlalty.

gt

RAILWAY

FOR

SERVICE
and guaranteed

absolutely

Anoeiulldtla

Is due In a large measure to abuse
of the bowels, by employing drastic

purgatives, lo avoid all danger, use
Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
afe, gentle cleansers and invtgora-torGuaranteed to cure headache,
biliousness, malaria and laundlce. at
all drug stores.
26c.
only

it through

Oenver&RioGranda

WATERPROOF

KILLthc COUCH

CURE the LUNCS

wth Dr.

King's

New Discovory
"vyvno sfkiAiim
i,w" iVOLD8
fr.

AND 41

f You can

Tlie Mining Camps of Colorado
Utah and Nevada; to Denver, Colorado Springs and Pueblo la via U

F. W. SPENCER
Architect.
1321 South Walter.
Phone 555.

mo

this column.

Direct Route

MADE

s.

WANTED

W. Gold A

Tlirough tlie fertile San Luis Valley,
al to tlie San Juan county of Colo,
rado.
For Information as to rules,
service, descriptive literature, train
etc-c- all
.
on or address
F. H. MoBRIDE.
Agent, Sanla Fu, N. M.
S. K. HOOPER,
ii. P. & T. A.. Denver. Colo.

UNDERTAKER.

Standard Plumbing & Heating Co

v.
IHHIIHIlimiHHHn
308

TO

BORDERS.

right.

ZEARING

DAVIS &

A. E, WALKER

MISCELLANEOUS

Our work is at our name
implies, and our charges are

H

Every Thing

Kodak films de
veloped and printed on velox pa
per. Beasonable prices. Send for
price list.
Homer Howry, 404
caronueiet Ht., uoa Angeles, Cal.

Telephone No. 61
The Standard

aoi

STREET

PHIOTOORAPHY

Plumber

Rilrd Artua

ror a

PHOTOGRAPHY

If You Want A

W$t

.

C

R. W. D. BRYAN
i am
Dealers In Oreceri.es, Provisions, Bj
Attorney at Law.
Qrain
Offloe, First National Bank Building, Fine Lineand FueL
of Imported Wines Xisji
Alnhqnerque, N. M.
and Cigars. Place your orders I
this line with us.
E. W. POBSON
NORTH TH D (T
Attorney st Law.
THIRD
Ornce Cromwell Block,
Alubquerque. N. M.

M. L. SCHUTT
219

a4

W. L. TKlMBLt & CO.

DEVOES READY PAINT
I L m. to 13:80 p. m. One Gallon
1:30 to a p. m.
Covers 900 Square Fee
ArHWiatcmewM made by mall.
PALMETTO ROOF TAINT
800 West Central Ave.
Phone 456.
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Yaass.

ot

Street
New

Up-to-Da- te

OfRos hours,

PHICK

214

Styles
AT LOW PRICES

--

quality, price, durability.

J. Korber & Co.

MIL,L,INiRY

Don't Forget The

EDMUND J. ALGER, D. D. 8.

7,504

30-ac- re

160-acr-

yicmg

JAP-ALA-

Take some reliable and safe
like KODOL for Dyspepsia.
Is the best remedy known
today for heart burn, belching and
all troubles arising from a disordered
digestion. It Is plpasant to take
nnd affords relief promptly.
Sold
by J. H. O'Rielly.
Watch for our announcement on
Thanksgiving Day. Hen hum's Indians.

HORSE

,u9j

...

t

KODOL

that suit

Bur- -

MlOS.
sm

.nuj..

Ha rid)

ALBUQUERQUE PLANKS f.!!LL
DR. J. E. KRAFT
Dental Surgery.
THK OLDEST MILL IN THE CTTl
Rooms
and S. Itarnett Building,
Over O'lUelly Innig store.
etc Screen work a specisity. si
Appointments made by mall.
South First street. Telephone 40.
Phone 744.

3,000

He names the following witnesses
prove his continuous residence
upon, and cultivation of. the land,
viz?
Estanlslao Otero, Manuel Redlllo.
Sotero Otero. Bernardino Sedlllo, all
of Valencia. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register.

We have a vey li.rue stock we
bought direct from mills at low
prices and we give you this advantage

RAMBROOK
KM
hnrftM at

Pttrm--

DENTISTS

to

Will Last You a Life Time
Why Not Get One Now

and

KofM. Over Vann's Prof Store.
Phone, Otnoe and Res., 628.

107.

A Good Double
Plush Lap Robe

BHONSON

Physician

CARDS

Highland Livery

Of-Ac-

ar

on Dec. 30.

BUSINESS

W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.

IiOANS

OOCOCXOXXXXXDOCOCOCOOOCXXXX)

Cor-neli-

Kennedy's
Laxative
Cough Syrup

PHYSICIANS

Real Ehumo and Loans. Notary
Public tl5 W. Cold Ave,

Dr. Vaucaire's

75

PKltSON'AL PROPERTY

-

office.

FOR SALE

subsidized steamship, sailing re
cently from South America direct to
Europe, conveyed a party of mer
THEY'LL ALL BE HERE chants,
who were going to place In
Europe orders for $25,000,000 worth
manufactured goods end other
55c, Sue and 75c of titles.
I "rices . .
Mcvt of those orders might
ai
nrve eome to this country if trans
pc nation facilities were adequate.
Democratic Support Pledged.
the
"Alone of maritime nations.
United States makes a great deal of
Money,
13,000.000
14.000,000
or
MONDAY, DEC 2, 1907 year, out of Its ocean mail system.a
Ure.it Britain spends 16.000.000 or
17.000,000 a yenr In steamship subventions,
or
and Japan $4,000,000
The Big Musical
$5,000,000.
From $3,000,000 to 14,- 000,000 a year would create Ameri
Record Breaker
can steanump services from the At
lantic and uuir coasts to south Am
and from the Pacific coast to
Richard Carle's Greatest Tune- erica
Japan. China, the Philippines
and
Australia.
Some of us can see no
ful Triumph
reacn why tne profit derived from
cur ocean mall service should not be
ttted to assist in building up steam- (hip lines to carry our mails across
tne seas.
"At the clcce of last session I re Take Advantage of Albuquerque Citi
ceived important assurances
that
zen s kjtix'iience Ucfore It s
such a bill, carefully drawn, would
Too Late.
receive the suoccrt of several of the
ablest and most Influential of the
When the back begins to ache.
southern democratic senators, and I
Don't wait until backache becomes
bellev that It will command a practically united kupport on the repub- chronic:
Till serious kidney troubles
de
lican aide."
velop;
destroy
urinary
Till
troubles
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
'With
night's rest
oy an Albuquerque citizens
Alvarailo.
W. A. Tipton, Texico: S. Blath. experience.
Mrs. L. A. Benson, of 308 Baca
Chicago; W. O. Peters, Chicago; C.
Philadelphia;
Styer, Jr.,
Howard avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.. says:
s,
S. W. Trayler, F. W.
"I never had backache to speak of
Same Original Production Paschal,Harry
Huton, New York; A. until I came here five months ago
W. Scanlnnd, Denver; B.
Henenot. when It set in and became an almost
annoyance.
Kansas City; E. J. Carlin, Roswell; continual
If I would
SEE THE Peanut Ballet Blue Bib-too- n E. E. KaulTman,
Phoenix; John 8. stand long, and when I would wash
Chorus
Millspaugh, my back was so painful as it seemed
Mace, Chlcugo; C. W.
Chicago; J. F. Klnslng, Denver; L. to kill me. The persistent aching
H. Fltzsimmorw, Cnieago; C. B. Hile, made me so nervous at times that I
Prices 75c, $1.00, $1.60
Kansas City.
could hardly control myself. A friend
ana neighbor recommended Doan
Seats on sale at Matson'a SaturWnr-prKidney Pills to me so 1 orocured a
day at 8 o'clock.
A. Kunz, St. Louis; C. E. Strunc. box. I had not used more than half
Denver; W. J. Dlehl and wife, Los of them before the distress In my
Belen; back had ended and I was relieved
Angeles; Hulda Kroehnke,
A Reliable Remedy for Croup.
P y Chavez. Zacarlas Padll-l- a. of headache, an annoyance
With the dry, cold weather of the Manuel
Rafael;
Geo. had distressed me a great deal. which
Padilla,
San
Ramon
Now,
early winter months, parents of crou-p- y Waugh. St. Louis; John
Waugh.
I.
if I notice any sign
backache, I
children should be on the alert
Louis; O. C. Collins, Des Moines: Immediately appeal toof Doan's
for ominous symtoms. There is no Pt.
E. Walling. Denver; C. L. Jones, ney Pills and a few doses sufficeKidto
cause for anxiety, however, when F.
Geo. H. Pratt. A. G. Har- dispel every indication of tha trou
Pueblo;
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy is kept mon, Laguna;
(. Hunt. Las Ve- ble."
In the home.
If this medicine is gas; Alejandro W.
Sandoval, Corrales.
For sale by all dealers. Price KOrt.
given as soon as child becomes
n
Co., Buffalo. N. Y..
hoarse or even after the croupy
HofVl.
Central
Grand
agents for the United States.
sole
cough has appeared, the attack may
Carney and wife. Greene. Ia.;
be warded off. Mrs. S. Roslnthal, of R. Dave
Remember
Brooks. Las Vegas; A. Con- take no other. the name Doan's and
Turner. Michigan, says: "We have soles.L. Las
2t
H. H. Robinson,
used Chamberlain's Cough medicine Pueblo; H. "rures:
Lansing,
Bundlch,
F.
LINGERING COLD.
for ourselves and children for several
years and like it very much. I think Mich.: Mr. and Mrs. Jno. P. Ryan,
WIiIikUmmI
Oilier
Treatment nut
It Is the only remedy for croup and Denver.
Quickly Ciiiwl by Chamberlain's
can highly recommend It." For sale
Hotel Crnlge.
IXniK'li Itemtviv.
by all druggists.
H. C. Wood. Denver; J. W. Nichols,
New
"Last winter I caught a verv se
Gray,
York; McQueen
Fresh meats and poultry dally at Carlsbad;
F. H. Burgoun, Denver; S. vere cold which lingered for weeks."
Champion Grocery Co.
savs J. I rouhsrt. of 7cnhi-iM. Davis, Kansas City.
rtnta.
"My cough was very dry and
rlo.
A Sltrnlflcauit Praier.
Savoy.
jne
naisn.
local
dealer
recommend"May the lord help you make
Harry Bowden, Grenola, Kan.;
ed Chamberlain's
Cough Remedy
Bucklen's Arnica Save known to all," F. Ingles, San La Fe.
and guaranteed It, so I gave it a
writes J. O. Jenkins, of Chapel Hill,
trial. One small bottle of It cured
N. C. It quickly took the pain out
me. I believe Chamberlain's Couirh
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of a felon for me and cured it In a
Remedy to be the best I have ever
wonderful short time."
Best on Department of the Interior.
Land used." This remedy is for sale by
earth for sores, burns and wounds.
office at Santa Fe. N. M. .
all druggtses.
25c at all druggists.
Nov. 13, 1907.
o
Notice I hereby given that
Montoya, of Golden, N. M.
has filed notice of his intention to
make final five-yeproof In support of his claim, viz: Homestead
Entry No. 7305. made Nov. 12. 1902.
for the S4 SEU, fee. 24, N
NEVi.
sec. 25, township 13 N., range 6 E..
proof
will
said
be made beand that
fore Register and Receiver, at Santa
Fe. N. M-- , on Dec. 27, 1907.
He names the following wltnessei
to prove his continuous
residence
upon, and cultivation of, the land,
Relieves Colds by working them out viz:
Montoya. of Golden, N.
of the system through a copious and M.;Nicolas
Daniel Write, of Golden, N. M ;
healthy action of the bowels.
Kernardo N. Arando, of Golden, N.
M.; Uiscntts Gutieres, of San Pedro,
Relieves coughs by cleansing the N.
M.
mucous membranes of the throat, chest
Solid Comfort
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
and bronchial tubes.
A driver experience solid como
fort when be is protected by a
tOMIXG EVENTS.
"As pleasant to tbs last
5A Plu.h Robe. These Robe
November 28 and 2J The McFe
ai Maple Sugar
are thick, strong and warm.
Stock Company.
November 30. Peck's Bad Boy.
They will not shed ; they are
December 2 The Mayor of Tokio.
durable. They are
December 1$ The Wizard
of
'
with handsome patterns m beauKIOIETS Try
Fsr BACKACHE-WE- AK
Wall Street.
tiful colors.
24
27
December
un
and
Baffles.
nil-SBladdsr
Ur.tit LUdsj its
ut Sift December 28 The Eagle's Eye.
Ak for a 5A Plush Robe.
J. H. O'RIELLY ft CO.
December 30 Buster Brown.
We Sell Them
a

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR RENT
nice l.rnnm hnnw.
furnished for light housekeeping.
Appiy nil ivortn Ktrst street.
rancn with
roil RENT A
good house and water. Cash or
shares.
Address "Ranch," care
juien ornce.
B., careCltlzen office.
FOR RENT Room furnished
for WA NTED A t once, a "barber.
$20
light housekeeping.
612
North
per week guaranteed.
Must be
esecona street.
first class. Address, Page Hotel
FOR RBN'T Two pleasant
Shop. Gallup, N. M.
rooms
ror light housekeeping; also one
Not less than $100 per
cheap room suitable for baching. WANTED
.
.month position, aa bookkeeper,
Apply 517 South Broadway. Mrs.
secretary, or office manager, by
H. E. Rutherford.
competent man. Address B, Citizen
30-ac- re

i

1

FOR RENT

iA

ritinmtc Victory Predlcttil.'
Is significant, in
the movement for encouraging the merchant
that It Is constantly winning
Dramatised from thb Famous Book marine,
new supporters among public men
of Umt name by
Geo.
in
both
houses of congress.
Th s
W. leck of WiMcortHin.
fact points to ultimate victory.
"But it is the part of wisdom to
THE
OP ALL FARCE recognize
that not everything can be
COMEDIES, TUB BRIGHTEST
achieved
at once. It is probable tnat
LIMIT OF IiACGHTER. HUall that will be seriously attempted
MAN NATIRPS GREATin the new congress will be the enEST FROLIC
actment of some substantial ocean
mall legislation, particularly for the
Hundreds of thousands have devour- creating
of new lines to South Amed the book Millions Iiave roar
erica
end across the Pacific ocean.
ed over the piny.
"Another object lesson Is that the
postofflce department.
since last
March, has found It necessary to dl
The Most Original Production
rect the United States malls for
South Brazil and Argentine
via
Ever Staged
Europe, because of the wretchedly
inefficient and Irregular fervlce furAV'lth a brighter plot
than ever-Bi-gger nished by the foreign tramp steam
cast than ever Even more ers now plying between South Amsuccessful than ever See the liad erica and New York. This, in effect
Boy at his best The Grocerymnn thrusts the United States 3,000 miles
In worn)
Woo t lie further away than they are, to the
mo
versatile and tah'ntttl come- - great Injury of the trade. Recently
Kx-io-

THEY REACH MORE PEOPLE DAILY THAN YOU CAN SEE IN A MONTH

HYDE

Scotti's Pictured Melodies

75

ijj

His Own Creation

Dr. JECKYL

For

SHIP-P1NGB-

:

Trial BuUi.
THH0AT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

GUARANTIEE) BATISKACXOKY
H MONEY REFUNDED.

USBIDBBBBaSBHCBSaMBAn

tOWEtj

13
OILED SUITS. SlICKfRS
AJMU

flAIJ

Every garment guaranteed
Clean Light Durable

Suits 3?5 Slicker

399

mr ouuj enimmuiit
m mum
,.

xx fi tr
cvjittM rati a
. j iwll CO

,

To t'ure
tlohl In Otis Itmv.
Take
BROMO Quinine
Tablets. LrurgiBts refund money if
it fails to cure.
K.
V.
OROVK'S'
signature is on each box. 25c.
o

Bring us your lav wnrs
the very lowest and the work riM
am
stand Inspection anywhere. Business)
and caln card a specialty.
Best remedy for mother tn
fa
Kennedy's Laxative Cough Syrup. It
tastes nearly as good as mapls sugar.
It ecntaln no oclates. SoU bv J n
O'Rlslly.

PWJE

RIaBUQUEUQUE

F.I G ITT

Whmn you deelrm Absolute
Mted
Comfort In Properly urn.
Consult
0109
BEBBER OPTICAL CO. '

PERSONAL

L

PARAGRAPHS
W. S. Hopewell

Buy a Pair of Stylish Shoes
For Thanksgiving
and give the proper finish to the new dress or suit
you wear while going out or receiving company

Buy Them From Us
?

1

" to 14.00
3 00 t0

4n

&n

3
to
2 80 to
2 00 tQ

5.00

to

S.60
2. i5

to

""

5
2

rxxxxocccxxxxxxxxxxx

Millinery
Talk
If yon contemplate getting
a new hat, you should see what
we have. We never allow our
stock to lieconie depleted and
picked over, but replace every
article sold by another just as
"fully made up. The result
I
tnat our offerings just now
are as choice as at the time of
-

our fall opening. A large
signment Just received.

con-

MISS LUTZ
208 South Second

xxxxxxxxxcacxxxx)ococxxx

DENNETT'S CURIO STORE
109 North

r

rmt

St.

All Kind ot Indian mnd Mexloan Good, the Cheapest
Plaoo lo bay Navajo Blankot and Moxloan Drawn Work
Mali Ordorm Carefully mnd Promptly rillmd.

THANKSGIVING

SILVER

Special Sale of Silver Plated Knives and Forks, Spoons,
Carving Sets, Etc,

EVERITT,

V

Boys'

'

THE LEADING JEWELER

Extra Heavy Iron Clad Hosiery 25 Cents

Do You

Think
for a
Minute
that we would

sort

that our

made

www

delib-

erately imperil our
standing and repute in
this community by tel-- ,
ling you that our
clothes are the best
made in this country
if they were not all
that we claim for them?
The day when that
of advertising
'paid" has gone by.
We say to you what
we believe is a fact

In-,ii-

10 South Second St.

Lmsi Srlntflng Pont

EVERY THING
cor
LINE
JEWELER IN THE JEWELRY
r.ME WATCH REPAIRING

BIG

RABBIT

DRIVE

Si!

on' Premises

I

to

South
Second

t
'

I
I
I

WT.

Buy at Headquarters
Whether we advertise specials or not we are always ready to prove to you that we are headquarters
for good merchandise at popular prices.

:

:

:

J

Hart, Schaffner & Marx
Clothes
recognized standard high-grad- e
clothing of the United States.
We have a full line of this make of
Suits and Overcoat". Prices within
the reach of all.

are the

Help! Help!

IN

7.

NOV.

We want everybody In AlbuquerSons and
que to help us reduce our stock to
make room for our holiday rood'-ComDouglas Shoes
today and save big money on
Hunt Will Start nt Morlitny nl Knd
undergoods,
dry
clothing, shoes,,
at Wllkinl Fanners nave .much
in their respective classes cannot be
To It'' Tlutnkful For.
wear, sweaters, etc.
equalled. Every pair guaranteed.
27.
(SMoinl)
Groceries at Cut Prices.
Nov.
pairs to choose from.
I'Xancli.
Two hundred men will join In a
Can Col ton Tomatoes 10c.
Ijirgf
grand rabbit drive on Thanksgiving
day. The start will be made at
Special
and end au Wlllard. Rabbits
UNION
BUYERS'
section
that
in
CASH
this
so
olentiful
are
Are always on hand. E. ft W. colpest to the farmers,
they are i a real
..
122 North Second
In lt thf
lars at 15 cents; $1.25 ehirta at 75
a.na. - wnuiwaic
o a,arlnff
"
cents; 2.50 underwear at $1.90 per
varmint will not be sport only but
ii.
real riddance to the farmers,
15 and 20 cent hose at 10 cents,
suit;
oper Is captain or tne nunt.
O.
etc. It will always pay you to call
services will oe neiu
on us before you buy.
In Kstam ia a; d In the surrounding
Union service win
nciihhnhnr.il.
be held here in the Methodist church
and an all day meeting, with dinner
Mattuccl Bros., Props.
served nn the KTOUndS Will D6 neiu
022-2- 4
W. TIJormo Rhone 01
at the Esiancla draw school house.
A great deal ot corn nas Tieen rais
ed this year in this community on
sod. The yield has been goou, wnue
timnilciinv no work Is done in the 210
yet
matter of cultivation of
West
ihe yield has been Deuer man in West
Vaughn
raised
R. D.
most nlaoes.
Gold
Gold
n
on his farm north of town,
twenty-fiv- e
to
tne
bushels
wenty
that
Miss H. V. iMoore will give a mu- - acre.
qi
evidence of the enterprise way
slcale at her home, 217 South Fourth theAnsettlers
In thU valley In the
mmmmwsmsmsmsmstsamsmmwsmsmstsmsmmwmiBmssmamms
street, Friday evening, Nov. 29th, at of imDrovements
is snown oy me
8:30 for the benefit of the church
are more
that in Estancla there
of the Immaculate Conception. The fact
five well drilling nrms, ana an
program will consist of selections by than
busy.
reasonably
kept
are
J. Leonara of them
Mrs. Dewolf, harpist;
welLs drilled are for stock and
Miller; 'Mr. Kngle. violinist; Miss The
rinmpilr. uurposeSt but a number DIAMONDS ARE T
Yrlsurrl, Mrs. J. F. Whiteford and
been put down wnn a viewpur-iu321-32Mrs. C. B. Keynolds, vocal solos by have
W. Central
3
using
General
the water for irrigation
Plumbers
Rey
Mrs. Hoy McDonald. Mlas Phea
irrigation
A eood.wen
noses.
lor
TIME
Harry
G.
a
and
read
Bullard
nolds.
gardening and tree growing
Hardware
Avenue
makes
Tinner
ing by Misses Harriet W. Kunz and
proposition in the valley and a
Virginia M. Cart. All are invited to safe
good well and windmill is within the INCREASING IN VALUE STEAD
Vtend.
reach of practically every settler.
K
ILY, 15 TO 80 PER CENT.
HAVE FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS
The MAJESTIC RANGE is the product of the world's achieveVttS
SMALL
STOKM
OF
WORTH
LAS VEGAS HAS
VVIT.T,
KF.T.r, AT IXWER PRICES
IHAiSGIVJGSILVER
ments in stoves. All the best features of all other makes have
THAN THEY CAN BE BOUGHT AX
WHOLESALE.
E IIS PARI
been incorporated in this one, and objectional features elimiVANN JEWELRY CO.
Special sale of silver plated knives
Drug
Stone.
of
South
Door
One
etc.
carving
sets,
spoons,
and fork,
until
and
nated. As a result, the MAJESTIC probably stands nearer the
are overstocked
Wo
It Is Vp to tlie Territorial Treasurer Thursday, offer everything in these
to Wl IJusy With Tliat Arlines' at sacrifice prices. Extra heavily If Your Eyes Trouble Yon
line of perfection than
mory Itonil Ixsue.
plated knives and solid nlckle, stiver
triple
forks,
IZ.75 a dozen. Fork,
any other range. It
"Las Vegas, Nov. 26.
plated knives and forks $4.00 a doz.
"Major B. Ruppe, Albuquerque.
forks
and
triple plated knives
. "Hailed balance to purchase ar Rogers
saves your fuel and
4.75 a dozen. We have a large lot
mory site today. Deeds will be made at
of triple plated, forks regular price
as soon as possible and placed in the J5.00 and J8.00 a ect at this sale 4.
your time and produchands of the attorney general with a set. Also our cut glass at 20 per
Mall
abstract.
cetit discount during this sale. Jewes heat when you want
"U. E. TWITCH ELL."
orders filled. Everitt, Leading
re
foregoing
telegram
was
The
Central avenue.
it, where you want it,
ceived by MaJ. Kuppe last night from eler,
Six
Col. Twltchell, of Las Vegas, and reRanch eggs 60 cents a doz. Prus"
and in quantity as
moves the la. obstable in the path sian PoUltry food makes them lay.
,..
of the new Albuquerque armory as J. F. ralmer, 601 North First street.
work may begin on the structure as
all at a miniWatch for our announcement on
soon as the 115,000 bond issue
s
Indians.
Day.
Benham
Thanksgiving
disposed of.
mum of attention. If
The bonds were voted by the terninntKNS. DUCKS. GEESE
Optician.
Avenue
ritorial legislature and validated by
Central
The
FOlt YOCIt
you have never used
congress for armories In Las Vegas ANVT1IING YOU WISH
PINNER,
THE Every pair of Eye Glasses and SpecAlbuquerque met THANKSGIVING
and Albuquerque.
COAL
the MAJESTIC, you
first, securing a IHillLNI 5LMIKET, EAST
the requirements
tacles fitted Guaranteed
site and deeding it to the territory, AND ARNO.
o- Absolutely
Correct.
and then asked for the $7,600 for
have never used the best.
Monarch canned goods at Cham- AT YANOWS.
114 W. CENTRAL
but found the bonds pion
its armory,
Co.
Grocery
lump
only
disposed
in a
of
would be
Phone 453 for Appointments.
sum and not until Las Vegas had seClmrlty Hall, Elks Oiwra House,
cured a site and made It over to the TlkankHvlig Evening, November 28,
territory.
Beat of niualc, anelegant floor.
Aa Las Vegas has finally met with
'deterthe requirements work will probably
Palmer for groceries.
-- o
begin soon. "I am going to get out
Palace Car and Desert brand fruit
and hustle up some more cash," said
will at Champion Grocery Co.
Major Ruppe,
we
"beoause
need more than our appropriation of
The Majestic Mfg. Co., of St. Louis,
$7,600 to build the kind of an ar
'
have a man at the Wagner
mory we want.
Probably
fi.bvv Mo.,
Hardware Co. store this week, showmore will be all that Is needed."
ing the Majestic Range in actual operation, baking and serving biscuits
to the large crowds.
RED LIGHT SALOON
Fresh Italian chestunts at Champion Grocery Co.
o
EMPLOYES ARRESTED
Have you seen the modern cooking
wonder at The Wagner Hardware
Raymond Pool, colored,
and C. Company store? Come in any day
Salazar. employes of the Red Light this week.
saloon, were arraigned before Police
IXLLAKS FOR DOUGHNUTS.
Judge Craig this morning ror ngnt- Or a snap almost as good if you
Ing. csalazar was sentenced to ten
get
In the highest acceptable bid for
days in the city Jail and Pool was
the notes and accounts of the H. J.
dismissed on promise of good
115-11- 7
NORTH FIRST STREET
Haverkampf estate before ten o'clock
Nov. 19.
Sulazar is alleged to have called Friday,
Proposals to collect will also be
Pool names at 2 o'clock this mornCollector must be able
ing the fight
Both were considered.Spanish
and give approved
behind the lunch counter and grab- to speak
Adbond. Liberal commissions.
bed for catsup boutles and alt cellars to use as weapons. Pool used a dress, J. A. Miller. Trustee.
Halt celler on Salazar'a head before
Watch for our announcement on
bystanders separated the men.
aruna Thanksgiving Day. Benham's Indians.
Kalaiear admitted he was
and said he supposed there was a
M ACOABKE BALL.
fight if Pool and Pool's witnesses
Maccabees will give
The
Kuid so.
ball tin Wednesday evening, Dec, 18,
Tickets I1.0U.
t Elks' hall.
Qulu ITesltUmt DIhz's Cabinet.
o
Mexico City. Nov. 27. Minister of
Company
Hardware
Wuaner
Th.
Justice Justlno Fernandeas resigned in niviii free a handsome set ot
from the cabinet of President Dlas. ware, well worth 17.50. See adver
Stands For
The minister has long been in the tisement in this paper.
service, and gave as his reason certown,
tain personal business matters which
In
Rest nlace to trade
makes it necessnry ror mm to resiae Champion Grocery Co.
In the city of Puchuta for the next
of
six months.
Wntih for our announcement on Are you going to install one for
folo
Thanksgiving Day. Benham Indians
next year's business?
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
it,
for
front
FOR RRN'T Two furnished
4 ilollnr will not menu much to
Better get in line.
rooms.
Call 809 North Sixth vmi
tn tlm IV'iievob'iit AiMOtiain
il.wi li nutann Im!i for the immm- - anil
AU sizes and kinds made by
street.
o
buys a ticket ior uie
sick.
One
dollar
appropriate for Charity Rail, Elks' Opera House, No.
Nothing
more
H. S. LITHGOW
One vemlxr 28th.
Christmas than a photograph.
dozen cabinet photographs $3.00.
MILLET STUDIO.
r.i.t a handsome set of ware, worth
a Reliable Dentist
Hardware Consult
215 West Railroad Avenue.
$7.60, free. See Wagner
Co. advertisement In this paper for
Out of town neoDle can't do bet particulars.
ter than to try J. F. Palmer for
Full Set of Teeth
firm
groceries and meats.
You are cordially Invited to attend
defv
$1.50 up
nnr ..vViit.it anv dav this week. Come- Gold Filling
DeWltfs little Early Risers are and have a cup of coffee and hot bis- Gold Crowns
the beH pills made. Sold by J. 11 nnita if vnu intend io duv or uui. Painless Extracting . . . M)o
01
uubiuuiwo.
f
given
O'Rlelly.
Wagner Hardware Company.
CJallup
Coal,
grain
at
Palmer for meats.
and
hay
of
All kinds
ALL WOKK ABSOLCTFLY
Coal, FurGrocery Co.
Block,
Watch for our announcement on Champion
Thanksgiving Day. lienham's Indians.
Mill

Hanan &

ESTANCIA VALLEY

e

A Few

Mo-rla'r- ty

Bargains

,

CHAMPION

Grocery Company

SIM

sod-cor-

.

The Central Avenue Clothier

E. F. COBB

n,

...

STERN

sod-cor-

.

TAXIDERMIST
Birds, a Specialty

THE; WAGNER HARDWARE

GO.

ALL THE

de-stre- d,

Consult
..

Dr. C. H. Carnes

1

Whether you receive your money's worth or not is
mined more by where you buy your goods than by what you
pay for them.
No matter what you pay for an article you may be sure
it is the Best to be had for the money.

RAABE & MAUGER
Hardware, Cutlery, Ranch Supplies, Stoves and Ranges,
Harness and Saddlery, Tin and Enameled Ware.

9

tin um
tir

gM

unffni4TJr

WE GUARANTEE

Hhowmo

clothes,

by

from Santa Fe.
Tickets for the Charity ball may
be had at Matron's book store.
Watch for our announcement on
Thanksgiving Day. Hcnham's Indians.
Deputv L'nittd Slates Marshal C.
M. Foraker went to Santa Fe today
on business.
Howard Clark, of the Benham
romuanv. has return
Tmdln
ed from a business trip to the north- ern part 01 tne territory.
Mrs. F. L. Myers Is visiting her
husband and Albuquerque friends.
of the
Mr. tMyers i. superintendent
Kin tir'jnrte division of the Hnnta Fe.
attorney
Kllsworth Ingalls, special
to New Mexico from the Depatment
of Justice, has relumed to the city
frcni attending to official business
at Watrous, N, M.
Clarence Kdrty, who It was announced mottle time ago would give
an organ recital In Albuquerque in
December, will appear here- sometime In January Instead.
Dri D. H. Carnes and his brother,
Lea Carnes. of Pittsburg, Pa., retoday from the Socorro
turned
mountains where they have been
hunting deer for- the last ten days.
Kach secured a magnificent buck and
sent the heads to a taxidermist
hae mounting.
for
Mrs. J. E. Oatchel. of West Central avenue, has returned to he city
from an extended visit In the east.
Mrs. Oatohel was accompanied on
her return by her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. John Fisher, of Bradford, ( Ont.,
who expect to spend the winter here
lo escape the rlgerous winter of Ontario.
iMr. and Mrs. W. P. Johnson left
this morning for New York, where
Mr. Johnson is callej to attend a
meeting of the stockholders of the
American Lumhi' company, of which
Mrs. Johnson will
he .1 president.
visit In New York and may not re
turn with 'Mr. Johnson, who ex
pects to be back in the territory
within ten days.

1

Opttolem

CxoIumIvo
::

.

and you are sure to get the dantiest looking, best
fitting, loneest wearing and closest priced footwear
on the market. "'
Men's Patent Colt Shoe
Men's Viol Kid tihoes
Men'
Calf Shoe
Women's Patent Kid Shoe
Women's Vlel Kid Shoes
Women' Dongola Shoes
Women's Dress Slippers
Shoes for Boys and Girls

returned last night

WFJNKK1AV.

UITIZm

EtETJINQ

22U

Stein

Bloch, will fit you
better, make you more stylish, and last you longer
than any other clothes we have ever seen. 4 t "4

Overcoats $10.00 to $30.00

EXTRVSPECIAL
FOR THIS WEEK
100 men's good business suits $14.50
50 boys' suits for school $2.75 to $ 4.50
25 boys' overcoats - $4.50 to $ 8.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Loose Leaf Ledger

it

Sips

and Decorations

well done no delay
OeTCOPATHIC PHYSICIAN AND Work
At prices you can surely pay.
fUftOKON
statu your plan and he will fit It
Troa'ea, And you'll be glad that
All Curable
No Charge tor Contultotlon.
32 N. T. Armljo Building.
2nd St.
25 Sou
Plume T41.
Telephone
end 926.

"STACY DID

.

In every ton coal leaving our .yard, and
have always made this guarantee. The
appeared
lowing ad, or one similar to
years both our daily papers.

Guaran2.000or Rounds
a Present Made

S3

OR. C. H. CONNER

Full 2,000 Pounds

IT- -

teed
ot the Coal.
anv individual,
We

or corporation
weight
was ever
short
say
truthfully
to
that
any
our
to
AmerWe Handle the DEBT
Crested Butte Hard
ican
Wood,
nace, Stove and Nut. Also
Kindling
Coke.
and
Wood,
Mountain

JOHN S.

BEAVEN

502 Southt Fint

,DKS. COPP and PETTKT.
ROOM J2. N. T. AR5IIJO IiLDQ.

;
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